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Abstract

The past two decades have witnessed notable advances in studies seeking to illuminate potential 

connections between women's roles and demographic phenomena Whereas in more developed 

countries, an inverse relationship is most often observed between women’s productive and 

reproductive activities, in less industrialised countries the relationship is not clear

This study used data from the Nairobi Urban Integration Project to examine the relationship 

between women’s labour force participation and fertility in Nairobi Specifically, the study 

examined the extent to which labour force participation influences fertility and the extent to 

which participation in the formal/ informal sector influences fertility. The study was based on a 

sub sample o f 864 women covering three generations aged 25-54 from whom retrospective data 

on birth and employment histories were collected. The analysis was based on an additive model 

used by Mason (1981) but with modification to suit the variables o f interest. Descriptive 

statistics were used to show the distribution o f observation periods and a summary of survival 

data showed that 417 of the women had experienced a birth at end o f the reference period with 

50% having at least one birth. The main method of data analysis was event history analysis. 

Specifically, Cox's proportional Hazards model was used to establish the effect o f several 

covariates on the hazard rate o f getting a next child during the observation period. The risk 

involves multiple failures since childbearing is a repeated event. It was important to restrict the 

analysis to women who had continuously lived in Nairobi from the age of fifteen since social and 

demographic analyses ignore the effects o f time and space relationships.
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The study provides evidence o f a relationship between women's labour force participation and 

fertility in Nairobi The most important finding is that the relationship is only clear when the 

settings in which the work is done is considered This finding indicates that both the employment 

status and the type o f economic sector in which the work is done may have some impact on the 

extent to which work affects childbearing. The study found no fertility differentials between 

employed and unemployed women despite unemployment reducing the relative risk o f getting an 

additional child But this observation did not persist when the type o f employment sector was 

considered. At this stage there were significant fertility differentials between employed and 

unemployed women. Of special interest is the finding that women in the informal sector were 

less likely to get an additional than those in the formal sector. The observed effects are 

inconsistent with the role incompatibility theory, but indicate that working conditions in the 

informal sector in Nairobi may not be compatible with childbearing and childrearing as 

hypothesized. It could also reflect the current problem o f unemployment that has forced people 

with training suited to the formal sector to enter the informal sector. The exact mechanism o f this 

observed effects were not very clear. There were no fertility differentials between homemakers 

and employed women in Nairobi but the exact mechanism was not clear. Availability o f paid 

childcare was found to increase the relative risk of getting an additional child, which could be 

due to the fact that where childcare substitutes are available and considered acceptable w'omen 

do not feel pressured by time constraints to limit their fertility.

This study may have been limited but it has far reaching implications for policy makers. It 

suggests that policies be put in place to promote women's labour force participation especially in 

the informal sector since work in this sector has the greatest impact on the rate at which women
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give birth For further research the study recommends the inclusion o f number o f children ever 

borne, fertility regulation behaviour, women's education, age at marriage, husbands' income, 

precise timing o f  women's and organisation of work in the informal sector for better results.
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CHAPTER ONE: GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1.0. Introduction

While economic activity generally (though not always) provides women with a 

resource base, us influence on women's reproductive decision making is largely 

determined by the underlying institutional structures that govern the value o f women's 

labour in any society and the conditions under which women engage in economic 

activity The relationship between gainful employment and greater reproductive and 

sexual choices is dependent on a myriad of factors such as ty pe of occupation, 

income, motivation, whether the woman works for someone or is self employed, 

duration and continuity of w ork, and whether the w ork is full or part time.

In the course of 1997. the number of females in w age employment w ithin the modem 

sector rose by 26% to 47.3% per thousand persons, with their share in wage 

employment edging up marginally from 28.5% in 1996 to 28 7% in 1997 (CBS. 

1998). Female employ ment in the formal sector though showing some increase over 

the vears. has remained low Nairobi had the highest wage employment among other 

towns, but its share in urban wage employment declined from 49.2% in 1992 to 

46.7% in 1997 According to 1994-1996 National development plan, women account 

for 25 1% of the total labour force most of the employ ment is in the public sector or 

doing unpaid work on the farms. Most informal activities are based in urban areas, 

and distribution shows that Nairobi province had the highest informal sector 

employ ment of 71.64 per thousand persons and accounted for 24 % of the total 

persons engaged in the sector in 1997 (CBS. 1998).



Pastoralist mothers recorded the highest total fertility rate of 6.9 children per woman 

followed by subsistence farmers with 6.6 children per woman and community farmers

6.3 children per woman The lowest fertility rate was from the formal sector that 

registered 3.6 children per woman followed by businesswomen with 4.2 children per 

woman (CBS. 1998). Empirical observation suggest that the impact of women's non

domestic work on fertility differs by type and magnitude of remuneration, workplace, 

type of activity and occupation, but there is been little consistency in either the 

strength or the direction of the direction of the relationship (Youssef. 1982). 

Modernization alongside economic adversitv male migration and spousal separation 

appear to have increased women's economic burden in the recent past. The on going 

government rationalisation has drastically reduced the number of women public 

servants through retrenchment, throwing many of them into the informal sector. 

Where pressure for economic surv iv al forces women to take up market employment, 

women not only continue to bear the burden of domestic work, but also suller the 

consequences of gender based inequities in the labour market, such as lower wages, 

less regular employment, and higher level of underemployment than men. In such 

situations women's employment may do little if anything to strengthen their 

capabilities to implement their reproductive preferences (Bruce and Dwyer. 1998). It 

is against this background that the study sought to investigate the relationship between 

women's labour force participation and employment in Nairobi.



1.1. Statement of the Problem

A simple view expressed frequently and supported with large data sets has been that 

fertility is inverseh associated with women's labour force participation. This has led 

to the idea that expansion o f female employment would lead to fertility reduction 

(Oppong. 1980) This idea is also supported by Isaac's et al (1985) who slated that 

women's employment should lie fostered, not only because of the real benefits to the 

individual and the economy but also because regular employment for women may 

have a dampening effect on family si/e This view has been well supported b\ various 

studies in the developed world According to Blake (1965) the strength of the 

relationship between fertility and female labour force participation, in fact has been 

equalled or surpassed by verv few other socio-cultural dilferences. However, 

empirical analysis have repeatedlv demonstrated and consequently the realisation has 

grown, that this relationship is complex and depends upon the context to which work 

and child rearing are in con diet or compatible (Standing. 1978: Oppong. 1981)

Bv now there’s ample evidence that the wavs in which women's work however 

defined, is associated with childbearing and levels o f fertility and its regulation around 

the world differs widely around the world in various contexts according to an array of 

factors. In developing societies findings van from rural to urban context, from class 

to class or even from occupation to another (Safilois-Rothschild. 1977). One cannot 

therefore generalise the findings based on USA and other industrialised countries to 

the experience of developing countries. In agricultural areas there might ev en be a 

positive relationship and "white collar work" may not necessarily be associated with 

lower fertility (e.g. Ware. 1977 on Nigeria) The conflicting and diverse evidence



indicates that the elements constituting "role incompatibility " required important 

definition and e\idence not usually available in employment data (Standing. 1983).

Factors leading to incompatibilitv of the two roles include distribution of work from 

home, length of working day. availability and acceptability of child care support e t c. 

The probability of observ ing a negative relationship between female employ ment and 

fertility is described as being higher in more modern countries than in the developing 

ones In the latter, the probability of observing a negative relationship was greater in 

urban areas than in the rural areas (Weller. 1983) Indeed it is becoming increasingly 

recognised that how these several factors interact is very different both within sectors 

of the same society and in different cultural and national populations (Oppong. 1980). 

According to Standing (1983). there's been considerable debate about the relationship 

and the explanation of causality While Groat el.al. (1976) slate that the extent to 

which fertility or work experiences should be considered the independent variable is 

the major issue. These reported variations have led some of the analysts of this 

relationship to say that the relationship between women's work and fertility is itself a 

variable, and as such under some conditions it may be positive under others negative, 

and still under other conditions null. (Weller. 1977).

An argument by the new home economics hypothesis is that education lnlluences 

women's employability and wage levels, these in turn influencing the opportunity cost 

of children. Although the opportunity cost connection between female education and 

child costs has been argued not only by economists largely unfamiliar with 

developing countries but also by experts on the third world, for many third world 

women, the assumption that they cannot easily work and rear children simultaneously
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is questionable (Mason. 19X4) There has been significant criticism logged against the 

assumption implicit in this argument especially lor less developed countries first the 

opportunity cost is said to be low in these countries. For many families there are other 

household members who can and do help care for children. Even if this is not 

possible, unskilled wage rates are low. and therefore, pay lor nannies are low Thus 

the nannies wage not the wile's income foregone becomes the opportunity cost of 

raising children (Anker. 19X0) According to Anker and Knowles (I97X). childcare 

burdens did not significantly affect female labour force participation in Kenya. Even 

women employed in relatively well paid, modern sector jobs often have servants or 

relatives who care for their children while they work, meaning the opportunity cost 

connection they face may be no greater than those faced by their rural counterparts. 

According to (NCPD. I99X) house girls or older children assume responsibilities for 

childcare in Nairobi. Employed women in urban areas (especially Nairobi) and among 

women with more education, a woman's young child is more likely to be taken care 

of by a hired worker and less likely b\ some other relative. Thus although the 

opportunity cost connection between female education and child costs may become 

important in the future, its current role in determining fertility in Nairobi can be 

questioned.

Fertility rates in Nairobi hav e been declining from 4.6 children per woman in 1989,

3.4 children in 1993 (NCPD. 1993) to the current level of 2.6 children in I99X 

(NCPD. I99X) On the other hand, women have also made considerable gains in their 

labour force activity over the years. Nairobi had the highest wage employment in 

1997 among other towns at 49.2% in 1997 (CBS 1994-96) It is difficult however to 

establish the causal direction between the observed fertility decline and increase in



female labour force participation since recent trends show an increase in women 

migrants to the city Women migrants particularly those who migrate for work have 

contributed substantially to growth of large cities. According to Duah (20(H)). women 

who migrate from rural areas to urban areas have generally more children and are less 

likely to use modem contraceptives than long-term urban residents. Migrant women 

workers constitute a particularly vulnerable group as they are often in occupations that 

are not effectively protected by the labour laws such as domestic work and they may 

also lack family support (ILO. 1983).

It is shown that family si/e and female labour force are among a number of 

endogenous choice variables o f family that are jointly inlluenced by a common set of 

exogenous parameters. Thus it is possible that despite a negative simple correlation 

between female labour force participation and fertility, changes in some exogenous 

variables may have same qualitative effect on the two variables (McCabe and 

Ro/enweig. 1976). One important factor is occupational distribution. In Nairobi a 

large portion of the female labour force is in the domestic w ork, retail occupations and 

food a vendor where on job childcare can be accommodated (Women's bureau. 1993). 

In many areas, manufacturing enterprises often prefer female employees because they 

are thought to be more suited to repetitive manufacturing tasks, less likely to engage 

in labour disputes, easier to lire and willing to accept lower wages (Duali. 2000). This 

puts into question the general assumption that an increase in women's opportunities 

outside the home will mlluence childbearing patterns among women in Nairobi.

An important variable taken into account in analysing women's ability to work and 

rear children is the extent to which childcare is shared or delegated, thus diminishing
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potential occupational/maternal role conllicts which have featured prominently in 

many hypothesis (Oppong. 1991). In analysing the relationship therefore, it must be 

remembered that parental surrogates for childcare or domestic housework can be 

provided not only by live-in relatives but also by older children living in the 

household. As Delaney 19X2 states, "wage employment is compatible with childcare, 

when sufficient alternative solutions are available which allow most of the women to 

continue to work". Secondlv. work and child incompatibility varies according to 

whether the work is done in or around the home, on a farm or business. The relevance 

of the two points above varies with the woman’s residence. In urban areas alternative 

sources of costless childcare are less common since the extended family system is 

weaker and older children are more likely to be attending school In urban areas it is 

also difficult to combine childcare and work Also, possibly important in determining 

the relationship are lactation practices, since a woman who is breastfeeding cannot 

easily work especially away from home Again the effect of lactation on reducing 

labour-force participation rates is likely to be stronger in urban areas than in rural 

areas because most urban employment is more likely to be away from home. Thus the 

question would be if the mother/vvorker role conflict hypothesis would hold in the 

case of Nairobi
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11 is therefore against this background that the study seeks to explore the relationship 

between females labour force participation and fertility in a different socio-economic 

and cultural setting, as opposed to most of related studies that ha\e been based on the 

developed countries Three questions that are of concern therefore to this study are:

I Does female labour force depress fertility and if so w hat type of participation 

is most likely to do so?

2. If female labour force participation depresses fertility when does it do so and 

to what extent''

3 What is the nature o f the relationship if any?

1.2. Ob jectives

1.2.1 General Objective

The ov erall objectiv e of this study is to examine the nature of the relationship betw een 

women's labour force participation and fertility in Nairobi

1.2.2 Specific Objectives

1. To examine the extent to which women's labour force participation 

influences fertility.

2. Controlling for other competing factors, to examine how labour force 

participation for older cohorts inlluenced fertility.

3 Controlling for other competing factors, to examine how labour force 

participation for younger cohorts influenced fertility 

4, To examine the extent to which participation in the formal, informal sector 

influences fertility.

X



1.3 Justification of the Study

It is generally recognised that fertility rates are related to socio-economic and 

demographic factors such as mortality rates, education le\els. degree of urbanisation, 

health and economic condition as well as customs and traditions. In particular 

women's status, education, health and productive activities are considered to be 

central determinants of lertilitv levels and unless there are changes in these areas 

fertility rates are unlikely to decline in high fertility areas.

The ultimate aim of this study was to enhance the understanding of the recent 

demographic and economic changes processes at the micro-level in Nairobi, focusing 

on women as the central actors in the drama of change. It is important to understand 

the aspect of women labour force participation in a particular socio-economic context 

especially with regards to cultural role behaviours and for understanding of 

demographic issues, including fertility and labour force participation and for the 

design and execution of policies meant to alfect these. The importance of female 

labour force participation to economics and demography is two fold: one. labour force 

participation rates link the si/e and structure of a population to its economic activity 

and thus play an important role in determining how demographic changes allect 

employ ment and income distribution patterns. Tw o. labour supply is one of a number 

of interacting household decisions which include decisions to migrate and to have 

children.

This study is relevant to the current widespread debate attempting to link education, 

employment and urban residence of women in high fertility areas like Kenya with

signs o f a fertility transition Documentation and understanding of such social

in



processes will be rele\anl not only to researchers o f demography but to government 

policy makers and programme administrators who have the arduous task of try ing to 

balance national resources of \anous kinds and the needs of a country 's population It 

is essential for policy makers to understand how women combine the roles of labour 

force participation and mother if they are to de\ise appropriate and effective policies. 

As Tabah. (1979) remarked there is much scope for research and large gains might be 

made concerning vital aspects of demographic innovation, in a sphere which is of 

interest to a wide array of nations in the developed and developing worlds, as an 

attempt or hope to either to lower or increase or change the si/e of female labour force 

or to raise or lower the fertility levels of their female population. This study is 

important as it relates to women status, which is relevant to the widespread debate of 

gender equality, which is a fundamental aspect of achieving balanced socio-economic 

development

This study was based on primary data collected from the Nairobi Urban Integration 

Survey, which covered greater Nairobi area, in an attempt to explore the relationship 

between female labour force participation and fertility The total sample was 1535 

individuals aged 25-5-4 but this study onlv drew a sub sample of the women, which 

was X64. The restriction of the survey to an urban area and to the area that is most 

developed in the country, prevents the study from being representative of Kenya as a 

w hole. The limits of agglomeration w ere defined according to the geographic criterion 

that is beyond the administrative limits of the district. Coverage beyond the limits of 

the district would have been expensive in view of the number of researchers involved



in the suney  Due to constraints of time and finances to collect primary data, a sample 

of 864 was appropriate for the study.

rhere are obvious limitations to the use of retrospective information, particularly for 

the periods in the distant past Retrospectse questions may be subject to significant 

memory biases. With respect to these questions, the direction of the bias is unclear, as 

it is uncertain whether women have forgotten work, which they performed at 

particular life cycles stages or whether thev have overstated work participation for 

remote time periods that tend to blur together. Since the propensity to forget is 

stronger for events that occurred in the more distant past, this analysis was limited to 

fertility of women who have been married for at least six months before the survey.

The study data does not deal with systems of conjugal and familial relationships, kin 

networks or community organisation and resources, which is important in 

understanding the dynamics o f fertility or its regulation. Such a static survey approach 

can tell little if anything about control, conflict and choice. Indeed very little 

information on the women interviewed or their social partners was collected yet this 

may have brought about a deeper understanding of fertility differentials among 

women in Nairobi. The study did not include the variable on the number of children 

ever borne vet this could have explained better the relationship between women's 

labour force participation and fertility

Due to logistical problems, time and financial constraints the greater Nairobi was not 

covered reducing the spatial representation of the sample since 15% of the total 

population in Nairobi reside in these areas Logistical problems were brought about by



refusals, transport problems and poor co-ordination. The failure of the stud> to cover 

greater Nairobi area could be a source of biasness and may affect interpretation of the 

results since it reduced the sample si/e from the proposed 2400 biographies to 1535.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL

FRAMEWORK

2.0. Introduction

In this chapter, a review of relevant studies that have been carried out is done. The 

reviews look at the objectives, types of data used, the methodologies used for analysis 

and their findings. The review looked at studies done in developed countries and 

dev eloping countries.

2.1 Studies in Developed Countries

Blau and Robins (19X8). in a study in USA used a sample of labour market and birth 

histories to estimate the effects of childcare costs on employment and fertility 

decisions. Tliev performed a reduced empirical analysis, which is based on hazards 

functions for transitions among various fertility-employment statuses. Childcare costs 

are estimated to have significant effects on both birth and employment transitions. 

Higher childcare costs are estimated to lower the birth rate for non-employed women, 

but not for employed women They also increase the rale of leaving employment and 

reduce the rate of entering employment.

Stolzenburg and Waite (19X4) did a study in California to establish how the 

characteristics of geographic areas structure the relationship between properties of 

individual women and their probability of labour force participation. They used 

analysis of covariance and their analysis showed that the behav iour of indiv iduals 

involves substantially and statistically significant effect of local areas on the impact of 

those most powerful constraints on a mother's employment and her children's.
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Shapiro and Mott (1979) did a study in USA to examine the labour force participation 

of young mothers in the months immediatelv preceding and follow ing the birth of the 

first child The study also analy sed in a multivariate framework the independent effect 

of several factors o f interest on the probability that a young woman will be in the 

labour force during various intervals surrounding the first birth. The results indicate 

that a large number of young mothers particularly blacks, choose to retain close ties to 

the labour market during their early childbearing years. Over time it was likely that 

increasing numbers of women would have work careers that are substantially 

continuous.

Felmlee (1984) did a study to examine women's rates of leaving a job to be non- 

employed. unemployed or out of the labour force. The study used a stochastic, 

continuous time model. The data consisted of employ ment histories of white women 

constructed from National Labour Survey of y oung women. The results found several 

differences between the determinants of employment exits and what might be 

expected from the cross sectional and panel literature on female labour force 

participation. The findings also prov ide evidence of the inter-dependence of fertility 

and employment, with young children increasing rates of employment exits and with 

high wages on a job decreasing rates of leaving a job because of pregnancy . Finally, 

on examination of involuntary employment termination their transitional rates are 

found to decrease with job wages and job tenure, and to increase when a woman has 

children. Fertility influences leaving employment at least in the short run. 

Employment activity also appears to influence fertility in the short-term. The 

strongest evidence for this is the negative effect of job wages on the rates o f leaving a 

job because of pregnancy.
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Cramer (1980). used data from the panel study of income dynamics to investigate the 

causal relationship between fertility and employment in USA. The study investigated 

lour possible explanations or the contradictions

• Multicolinearity in non-recursive models.

• Misspecilication of models.

• Discrepancies betw een attitudes or intentions and beha\ tour

• Differences betw een static and d> namic models

fhe study found that the dominant effects were from fertility to employment in the 

short run and from employ ment to fertility in the long run.

Desai and Waite (1991). used data on women's employment in the USA to examine 

the argument that predominantly "female" occupations attract women because they 

are relatively easy to combine with family responsibility They examined women's 

employment choices at a point of maximum conflict between work and fertility roles, 

the first pregnancy and birth. The study used two different event history analysis 

models-a discrete time hazard model estimated using logistic regression, and a 

continuous time, piecewise constant exponential hazard model. The study found no 

effect of occupational sex composition on the likelihood that possible or prospective 

recent mothers are employ ed. Occupational characteristics that raise the cost of labour 

force w ithdrawal tend to decrease the probability o f women's w ithdrawal from work, 

as do non-monetary occupational characteristics. All women were influenced by the 

cost of labour force withdrawal but women with low work commitment were also 

influenced by financial pressures and conv enience of w ork setting.
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2.3 Studies in Less Developed Countries

Using the World Fertility Data, the l \  (19X5) examined the work fertility 

relationship in 27 developing countries The studs was based on data collected from 

38 surveys conducted between 1974 and I*>SI in countries in Africa. Latin America, 

the Caribbean. Asia and Oceania The main objective was to explore the work fertility 

relationship under a broad spectrum of conditions. The variables used were work 

before and after marriage, and occupation categories such as modern, transitional, 

mixed and transitional. The study used multivariate analysis to determine whether the 

work fertility relationship persisted when other factors were controlled, such as 

marital duration, age at marriage, place of residence, and status of first marriage and 

husbands occupation. It was found that occupation was significantly associated with 

fertility in over three quarters of the countries in the analysis. Where the effect was 

not significant the study suggested that ii could be due to the high value placed on 

bearing children in such countries.

Mason. (1980) using data from the Malaysian Fertility and Family Survey did a study 

to examine the relationship between wives gainful employment and fertility in 

Peninsula Malaysia. Approximately 6400 ever-married women aged 50 and under 

were interviewed. The study used single equation regression models. Multivariate 

analysis of the 1974 Malaysian Fertility Survey tested the hy pothesis that an inverse 

relationship between women's work and fertility occurs only when there are serious 

conflicts between work and caring for children. The results are only partly consistent 

with the hypothesis and suggest that normative conflicts between working and 

mothering affect the employment fertility relationship in Malaysia more than spacio- 

temporal conflicts do. Due to lack of consistent evidence for the hypothesis as well as
17



some conceptual problems the study proposed an alternative framework for 

understanding variation in the employment fertility relationship both in Malaysia and 

elsewhere

In rural Thailand. Podhista (1990) did a surv ev among 612 currently married couples, 

whose family si/e was likely to be complete, and whose reproductive experience 

corresponded with the period of fertility decline. The aim was to examine the 

consequences of family si/e on women's employ ment. The study combined a surv ey 

component to provide quantitative data with focus group discussion to provide 

qualitative data. A general conclusion drawn from the studv is that reproductive 

health does not prevent rural Thai women from working, but does have some impact 

on women's work through temporarily interrupting economic activity and through 

young children interfering with their work after economic work is resumed. To the 

extent that interruption and interference cumulate with each birth, it can be that family 

si/e also has an impact.

A study by kishor. (1996) examined the employment of urban women in Ghana and 

Bolivia from two different stand points; a single point of time as reflected in women's 

current employ ment status and a continuum as rellected in women's work trajectories 

defined across birth intervals The study used Demographic and Health Survey data of 

19X8 in Ghana and 19X9 in Bolivia. The study was restricted to a maximum sub 

sample of 1520 Ghanaian urban women and 4672 Bolivian urban women. The 

objectives were to understand how women in dilferent cultural and development, but 

similar demographic contexts pattern their labour force participation over their 

reproductive life course, and to compare what is learned about women labour force
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participation from their current employment front what is learned from their 

employment trajectories The stud> found that no single theoretical model explains 

women's labour force participation patterns, in Ghana, women's current employment 

and the patterning of women's labour force participation appears to be most 

independent of modernising influences such as education: instead cultural factors not 

captured by the tested models appears to account for the high levels o f labour force 

participation, and for the differences in trajectories among Ghanaian women. In 

Boln 1a. bv contrast, current labour force participation and patterning of interactions 

are better correlated with both modernizing influences and life cycle factors. The 

stud> used maximum likelihood techniques appropriate for logit regression to 

estimate the current employment equation given ns binary form. While maximum 

likelihood multinomial models were used to analyse the four category labour force 

cycling patterns.

Lloyd (1991) used World Fertility Survey data to review us contribution to 

understanding the relationship between women's work and fertility A multivariate 

model was used to regress cumulative marital fertility (Children Ever Borne per year 

of marriage) on occupational work experience since marriage using dummy variables 

for the four occupational categories with demographic controls for education and 

residence. The study found that for dev eloping countries in Asia and Africa w omen's 

work experience in modem occupations bore somewhat fewer children on average 

than did women with no record of work activity. This was in marked contrast to 

experience of many Africa countries where no such relationship w as observ ed. On the 

other hand, the majority of women working in agricultural sellings had fertility levels 

similar to non- w omen The fertility of women in the transitional and mixed category



was also, by and large lower than that of non-working women but dillerences were 

smaller than in the in the case of working women. The study concluded that the 

relationship between women's economic activity and their fertility varies widely 

across the developing world and e\en within cultures.

In a study in Ghana where high rates of cash employment for women exist w ith high 

fertility. Blanc and Lloyd in (1990) examined women's childrearing strategies in 

relationship to their fertility and employment The studv used data from 1988 Ghana 

Demographic and Health Survey The questionnaire incorporated a special module on 

women's employ ment. The module included detailed questions on women's current 

work, and such questions as occupations hours worked per day. travel lime to work, 

regularity of work, earnings, control over earnings, mid childcare arrangements while 

working. Information was also collected on employment before marriage and between 

births. The study used multivariate analysis and overall the results paint a picture of 

remarkable equilibrium between women's productive and reproductive roles. 

Nonetheless, the growing importance of cash economy and rising aspiration for 

children may threaten the traditional autonomy of Ghanaian mothers by raising the 

costs o f children and increasing dependence on the earnings of others.

Anker and Knowles (1974). from their study on female labour force participation in 

Kenya using data from a National house hold surv ey of 3081 households, argued that 

the childcare burden did not effect female labour force participation. Using multiple 

regressions to analy se dillerences in reported female participation separately for rural 

and urban areas, the study found out that in urban areas better educated women, single 

women and most women from high-income families were most likely to be in the
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labour force In addition, macro urban labour market conditions were also found to

have a significant effect on urban female labour force participation rates. 

Interestingly, in neither urban nor rural areas did fertility, the presence of children less 

than five years or presence of another adult female appear to make significant 

difference in the labour force participation

Odege in 1993 did a study in Kenya to provide a basis for determining the potential 

demographic effect of female educational attainment and labour force participation on 

reducing fertility. The data used was derived from Kenya Health and Demographic 

Survey (1989). The studs examined the relationship between education and 

employment and selected fertility variables. Percentages, cross tabs and chi-square 

lest were used in the analysis. It was found that there was a relationship between 

employment of women and fertility and between education and fertility. The study 

concluded that if women are highly educated they will have the chances to pursue job 

opportunities that exist in the labour market and consequently this may change their 

fertility behav iour. bringing about fertility differentials.

Johnson (1970). in a studv to examine a number of demographic, education, and 

economic factors affecting labour force participation rates in Ghana, found that 

fertility did not appear to be associated with higher participation rales among either 

sex The analysis included the estimation of multiple regression models from cross 

sectional data

Family formation, as several researches have pointed out. may be viewed as an 

ongoing system in which fertility is in part a function of events and states defined at
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earlier stages and in part determined b> e\ ents and re-evaluation as the process 

unfolds through time. Nonetheless, most research on the work fertility hypothesis has 

tended to focus on the relationships between a given dimension of w ork activity and 

one or two dimensions of fertility behaviour What is needed, among other things is 

more research on various points of possible integration between female employment 

and fertility along different dimensions of the life cycle (Groat et.al. 1976). Most of 

the studies reviewed like the present study attempt to investigate the relationship 

between female labour force participation and fertility in an effort to establish the 

causal direction. This study builds on these studies but uses event history data and 

analy sis to be able to connect labour force and fertility ev ents along the life cy cle of a 

woman since most is known about women's current employment only The study not 

only explored the relationship between fertility and female employment but also tried 

to establish the differences if any in fertility rates between women in the informal or 

formal sector as opposed to female employment in general.

2.3 Theoretical Framework

This section is intended to prov ide a background against which results of the study 

may be interpreted. The various frameworks currently used to outline the nature of the 

relationship between women's work and fertility are reviewed.

A number of different explanations have been suggested to account for the 

relationship between fertility and female employment. One major theoretical 

formulation found in demographic literature is the role incompatibility hy pothesis. 

This hypothesis views the inverse relationship between fertility and labour force



participation as a result of the conllicts between the roles of the mother and worker, 

for those whojointly occupy these two roles (Slycos and Weller. I%7: Mason. 1981). 

Slated bnellv. this hypothesis posits that an inverse relationship between women's 

work and fertility occurs onl> when the roles of worker and mother conllict. this being 

a situation in which women are forced to make trade-olTs between their participation 

in productive employment and the number of children they bear. Two institutions are 

said to determine the level of conllict between working and mothering. First, the 

organisation of production and two. the organisation of childcare, in particular, the 

availability to women of inexpensive and reliable parental surrogates. Inverse 

employment-fertility relationships are found in industrial settings, it is argued, first, 

because the industrial organisation of production removes work from the home and
i

organises labour in terms of interests of the employers rather than the household. For 

this reason most industrial workers cannot be close to their children while working 

and cannot remove themselves from the work place at short notice, as childcare needs 

demand.

The other factor is the greater av ailability of parental surrogates in or near w omen's 

homes. Because third world women often have female relatives or servants living with 

them or close by. they are thought to enjov inexpensive, reliable baby sitting help to a 

much greater extent than do women in urban and industrial settings. Thus, regardless 

of whether their work combines easily with caring for children, third world women 

are argued to be able to work without feeling pressures to limit their fertility and to be 

able to bear children without being forced to curtail their productive activities 

(Safilios-Rolhschild. I ‘>77). Insofar as modernisation entails not only the 

industrialisation of employment, but also a decline in extended kin ship households
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and a decreasing pool of domestic servants, modernisation is expected to bring with it 

an inverse employment-fertility relationship That both the type of work available to 

women and the composition of households would affect the degree to which working 

and childcare conllict. the statistical nature of the employment fertility relationship 

makes a good deal of sense. It should be noted that type of work and composition of 

households, however, are not the only factors that alTect role incompatibility, nor is 

role incompatibility the only possible explanation for the employment-fertility 

relationship Role incompatibility, for example, may be influenced by a society's 

educational institutions as well as by its predominant forms of production and 

household structure. W here formal schooling is widely available and is important for 

individual welfare, parents are likely to keep children in school rather than at home 

helping to care for their siblings: mothers may also spend more time actively caring 

for infants and toddlers out of belief that their inputs are critical for the child's 

cognitive development and hence success in school and in later life. In this way. then, 

the development of the formal educational system in an agrarian society is likely to 

create conflicts between maternal employment and childcare where they did not 

formerly exist.

Regardless of whether either education or the structure of economic opportunities in 

fact accounts for the variation in the employment fertility relationship, that they might 

do so requires empirical tests of the role incompatibility hypothesis to measure the 

supposed determinants of role incompatibility precisely enough for empirical results 

to have unambiguous implications for the hypothesis. Unfortunately, most past 

investigations have been unable to measure either the organisation of work or the 

structure of households directly and have consequently produced ambiguous results.
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Probably the most common \\a> in which role incompatibility has been measured is 

through use of an urban-rural dichotomy the presumption being that conllicts 

between working and mothering are greater in urban areas than in most rural ones 

(Stycos and Weller. 1967). Although this assumption seems reasonable, residence 

may be associated with educational institutions and with mobility opportunities as 

much as it is associated with women's occupations or with household composition. 

Thus. e\en when these studies find imerse employment fertility relationships among 

women and they often do not (e.g.. Hass. 1 ‘>72; Stycos and Weller. I%7) the 

implications lor the role incompatibility hypotheses are unclear. This hypothesis 

suffers some conceptual problems both as an explanatory of variation in the female 

labour force participation relationship and as part of a more general theory of 

modernisation and demographic transition (\lason. 19 8 1)

As an explanation of variation in the employment fertility relationship, the hypothesis 

is incomplete. While it speaks to the issue of when to expect a negativ e versus a non

negative employ ment relationship it does not speak to the question of when to expect 

a positive relationship. Yet. indeed, in some third world settings, conllicts between 

working and caring for children are not only minimal, but. fertility itself may be an 

incentive for wives gainful employment. This, at least, is one of the explanations for 

the positive employment fertility relationship observed in a number o f developing 

countries. (Peek. 1975).

It is also dissatisfying as part of a theory of modernization and demographic 

transition, as it does not integrate other ideas about the variables that undergo change 

during modernisation e g the rise of formal education systems and the shift in net



intergenerational transfers emphasised by C aldwell (1976) or the changes in status 

allocation and so called social mobility This is also particularly dissatisfy ing in light 

of the most glaring conceptual problem in the traditional role incompatibility 

hypothesis, in replying, the question of what 'childcare' consists of and what 

influences childcare standards that parents adopt. As usually slated, the role 

incompatibility hypothesis assumes that childcare is similar everywhere and that if 

mothers themselves are unable to minister to small children, the substitute adults 

probably females, must do so. Yet this assumption v iolates the reality in much of the 

rural third world where children themselves often provide the childcare. (Mason.

1981), One study points out that the role incompatibility hy pothesis is incomplete in 

that it does not offer any explanation for positive relationship between work and 

lertilitv and does not take into account variations in childcare practices and standards. 

(Standing. 1983).

Another major perspective is the micro-economic theory . This perspective has its 

basis on the early works of Becker (I960) and Mincer (1963). in which children are 

viewed as consumer durables mid parents are thought to maximise the utility function 

of children. This perspective assumes that women who have children will have to 

forego employment, at least for a period of time. The income foregone w hen a w oman 

stops working is considered as an indirect cost of children, namely the "opportunity 

cost". Micro-economic theories explain the inverse relationship between fertility and 

female employment primarily in terms of the "opportunity costs", that is what a 

woman who is considering having a child would have to forego in order to have a 

child. It is suggested that the opportumtv cost correlates positively with women's 

earnings and that fertility is an inverse function of the opportunity costs. Under
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similar conditions, the utility of children decreases along with a rise in the cost of 

childbearing and the opportunitv cost for mothers (Becker and Tonies. 1976: Mincer. 

1963) It is. however, argued that the existence of a direct causal relationship from 

economic activity to have children would lower their expected lifetime earnings. 

Wife's preference for children and work has a more important role in some later 

works (Easterlm. 1973). A Woman's taste lor work represents the degree of her 

motivation for employment independent of the wage rate The stronger the "taste " for 

work the more likely a woman will opt for working and having a smaller family. With 

expanding opportunities for women to gain income, prestige and psychic 

gratifications outside the family, childbearing becomes an alternative that exerts a 

heavv price. A high opportunitv cost may encourage a shift in preference for market 

over domestic activity and thus lead to lower fertility. As it would appear that role 

incompatibility increases with rising opportunitv cost, the two approaches are entirely 

consistent. They can be treated as complementing each other Each perspectiv e places 

emphasis on different aspect of the employment lertilitv relationship. Implicit in these 

theories is the assumption that lertilitv- is the dependent variable in the relationship 

(Yeung. 1988) In recent work in this area, however, these perspectives are criticised 

as inadequate explanations for what seems to be a complex relationship. In addition, 

their applicability to developing countries is uncertain (UN. 1985).

In another effort to expand and improve the role incompatibility and opportunitv cost 

hypothesis, the concept of women's roles has been expanded to include sev en roles 

women play in social life, the maternal, conjugal, domestic, occupational, kin. 

community and individual roles. (Oppong. 1983). Both the behaviour and the
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expectations associated with each of these roles is hypothesised to ha\e an impact on 

the opportunity costs of children and hence on fertility

A number of studies have posited the reverse order of causation That is. fertility 

determines labour force participation. Although the reasoning behind this causal order 

is not as well developed, the underlying rationale is that childbearing is the primary 

normative activity for voung women and every thing else is secondary to this task 

(UN. 1985).

Several researchers maintain, while some provide evidence, that reciprocal effects 

exist between fertility and employment (e g Cramer. 1980: Willis. 1973). On the one 

hand, a large family si/e constraint women from participating in the labour force. On 

the other hand, a woman's employment outside the home reduces the number of 

children she has.

The causal linkages go in both directions simultaneously . When faced vv ith the actual 

problem of coordinating work and home life, a couple's decision about wife's work 

and children inlluence each other (Yeung. 1988). Since children, especially young 

children, make great demands in attention and responsibilities on parents, particularly 

on the mother, it is not surprising that fertility has a temporary negative effect on the 

mother's employment status. On the other hand, as economic and psychological 

rewards from work place become increasingly available and attractive, it is also 

reasonable to expect women to prefer a smaller family si/e. (Yeung. 1988). It appeal's 

to be most likely that both ev ents influence each other simultaneously.
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Given the small number o f studies done and the inconsistent findings, the 

interrelationship between lertilitv and employment remains unclear. To summarise 

this discussion, the role incompatibility hypothesis, is sensible but is by no means the 

only sensible explanation in the variation in the employment fertility relationship. For 

this reason, precise measurement of the factors said to determine the employment 

fertility relationship is important. Most past studies, however have used relatively 

crude measures and hav e thereby left unclear the extent to which the organization of 

work and the composition of households influence fertility relationship. This study 

used the role incompatibility hypothesis as it was deemed appropriate and the fact that 

the data used contained several relativ ely direct measures of women's employment 

opportunities and household compositions.

2.3.1 Conceptual Model

The conceptual model underlying the analysis is concerned with the long term, per 

unit of time relationship between w ork and fertility, in other w ords, w ith how the total 

supph o f time dev oted to productiv e work or enumerative labour ov er a post married 

life span of some giv en length is related to the total number of children born in that 

period. In the model, fertility is chosen as the dependent variable and women's 

employment experience as the independent variable, reflecting the interest of 

demographers in fertility.

The role incompatibility theory logicaliv posits relationships appropriately tested by 

analysis of covariance models. In other words, the nature of employment fertility 

relationship is expected to var\ according to the level on a third variable, namely, role 

incompatibility Given this and the availability of data on cumulative fertility and
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cumulatee employment experience, an estimate of a model of the following form is

done.

F=oo + |JE, + VYi0i + VjLj + I ^ C K.+ v Mm\ (i + (2.1)

Where:

F is fertility.

E, is a non /ero-one ■'dummy" variable measuring whether the respondent has 

e\ er worked since first marrying.

The Oj form a dummy variable classification of ever employed women's 

occupations.

The L form a dummy variable classification of ever employed women's usual 

location of work (home versus away).

The Ci form a classification of ev er employed women's class (e.g. employee, 

self employed or family worker).

The X,„ are again control variables and the remaining terms are the structural 

co-efficient including a disturbance term. c’.

The model allows two comparisons to be made, one between women who have never 

worked and those who have, and another between those working in compatible versus 

incompatible occupations or locations The expectation here is that the "incompatible" 

workers will have fewer children then either the "compatible" workers or non- 

workers. while the "compatible " workers will have at least as many children as the 

non workers have. In the analysis of this study, then, the additiv e type of model is 

used, both because it allows the handling of occupational variables i.e. whether formal 

or informal, more easily and also because it more closely parallels past analyses.
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2.2.1 Theoretical Statement

From the model above the following conceptual statement can be drawn i.e. fertility is 

a direct function of women's cumulative w ork, type ofeconomic sector, type of w ork 

and location of work

2.2.2 Operational Model

The study uses the model proposed by Mason ( ll̂ 80). but with some modification to 

suit the study variables:

F= ao + |lEi + jC’Cj + K-CK+ mX„ + c” .................................(2.2)

Where:

F =ha/ard rate of getting another child.

E,= dummy variable for marital employment i.e. if w oman has ever w orked 

since first marrying.

C'Cj= availability of child care

Ci= classification o fe \e r employed women's employment i.e. ty pe of 

economic sector formal versus informal

Xm= controls: age at marriage, wife's educational attainment, religious 

affiliation, urban residence.
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2.2.3 Hypothesis

To make sense out of the data collected and analysed leading to an understanding of 

relationship between fertility and female labour force participation, the following 

hypotheses are tested:

I Labour force participation has a negative effect on the risk o f getting an 

additional child.

2. The more the availability of childcare support, the more likely is a woman 

to gel an additional child.

3. Work in productive settings, which are compatible with childcare and 

childbearing, has a positive elTect on the risk of getting an additional child.

2.2.4 Definition Of Key Concepts

In order to examine the above hypotheses, the following variables are defined and 

indexed for measurement. 1 2 3 4 5

1 Fertility: refers to the number of live borne children had by the respondent, as 

reported in the fertility history.

2 Labour force participation refers to participation in any activ ity other than 

'normal housework whether performed for pay in cash or kind payment, or as 

an employee or employer

3 Type of economic sector this is w hether it is the formal or informal sector.

4 Informal sector: referred to as "jua kali sector", this will cover all the semi 

organized and unregulated small-scale and household activities undertaken by 

self employed or those who employ a lew workers.

5 Formal sector: refers to jobs in the public service, parastalals. private 

companies, and export processing /.ones. NCOS and international 

organizations sector.



6 Marriage: a loose definition of this term w ill be adopted, that is any union 

between a man and woman whether formalized or not

7 Marital employment the approximate number of years in w hich respondent 

has done any kind of work' since first marriage, including any sears worked 

between marriages or. since last marriage was terminated

.S. Availability of childcare shall be measured through a proxy, that is. whether 

there was someone other than the member of household who helped with 

housework during different periods as reported.

9 Younger cohorts married w omen aged 25-34

10. Older cohorts married women aged 35-44.



CHAPTER THREE:

METHODOLOGY OF DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

3.0. Introduction

This chapter presents the methodology of data collection and analysis used in the 

study It outlines the data source, the quality of data used and the sampling procedure.

3.1 Data Source

This study used data drawn from the Nairobi Urban Integration project, which was 

designed to measure the medium or long term effects of the macro economic changes 

on the job market, on access to housing, and on demographic behaviour. It was based 

on biographical data collected from married women of three generations aged 45-54. 

35-44 and 25-34 Questions on wives' employment and fertility in the reference 

period 1945 to 2001 were obtained using a biographical questionnaire. To allow a 

period of time of interactions between female employ ment and fertility , the analy sis 

will be restricted to those women who hate been married for at least six months.

3.1.1 Quality Of Data

The study data had some errors that were handled to minimise the biasness that could 

arise before the analysis. These problems were as a result of poor editing of 

questionnaires at supervision level but mainly at data entry level. One of the problems 

was in-variable error. These included out of range values, missing tallies and birth 

dates before 1946 or after 1976. These errors were identified during data entry In 

period errors were also detected in the data. A programme designed to merge the 

modules checked the problem of incomplete modules. To solte this the data w as re
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entered, if the data was available or the particular cases were deleted. A special 

programme checked inconsistencies in dales and particular questionnaires used to 

verify the information since most of the errors occurred at data entry level. Another 

problem was between module errors and missing modules. Various mechanisms were 

used to check for these errors. Out of range values were identified using a special 

programme and corrected manually by going back to the questionnaire to verify the 

information. Double entry was used to delect errors too. A special written programme 

was used to check in period errors, between module errors and missing modules. 

Revisiting the questionnaire to verify the information and entering it again where the 

information was av ailable corrected the errors In cases of duplicated information or 

cases, the data was cleaned manually by deleting such cases.

3.1.2 Sampling Procedure

The procedure used was multistage proportional to population si/e (PPS) sampling. 

The first stage w as stratification of the administrative div isions and extra areas drawn 

from greater Nairobi In this study greater Nairobi was defined according to the 

geographical and social limits, using the nearest neighbour criteria rather than by 

administrative limits criteria This was necessarv to get a representative sample of the 

diverse population of greater Nairobi in terms of socio-economic status and density. 

The administrative area o f Nairobi has X divisions. 31 locations and 110 sub- 

locations. The additional areas drawn from the environs of Nairobi were treated as 

one div ision because they constitute about 13% of the total population of greater
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Hence ihe tolal number of administrative divisions was nine. The boundaries of

greater Nairobi were adjusted using the satellite image. To avoid high clustering effect 

150 Enumeration areas scattered among the nine divisions were sampled. This 

number of clusters was arrived at based on the experience from cities in Africa 

(Dakar. Bamako. Yaounde. Antananarivo. Lome). Given the uneven distribution of 

households and enumeration areas in Nairobi, the selection used was proportionate to 

the number of households in each division (PPS sampling) obtained as follows: 130 * 

No. o f HH's / Total No. of HH's. where I IH is household. The number of selected 

enumeration areas per division is shown in table 3 .1 below.

Table 3.1: Number of selected enumeration aieas and household by division.

Division No. of EAs No. Of HHs 5 Mils per division Target
EAs

No. Of

Central 394 68849 10.7 14
Makadara 368 59156 9.1 12
kasaram 799 108533 16.6 17
Embakasi 1001 134719 20.7 27
Pumwani 346 54458 8.4 1 1
West lands 539 62601 9.6 12
Dagoretti 508 73974 1 1.3 15
kibera 528 88571 13.6 18
Total 44S1 651861 100.0 130

Source: Kenya Population Census 1999.

NB: HH is household, and EA is enumeration area.

The second stage was to randomly select the Enumeration areas in each div ision from 

the 1999 Census list of Enumeration areas, using random number generator from the 

SPSS program version 9.0 . followed b> updating of household listing from Central 

Bureau of Statistics for each Enumeration area. In the third stage. 35% of the 

households were selected randomly using systematic random sampling from the
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updated household listing from Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS) The actual total 

number of households was 2915.

The fourth stage was to sample the biographies (individuals) drawn from the sampled 

households using a criterion based on age and generation. The age structure of 

Nairobi according to 1999 census showed great disparity in each generation compared 

10 most African Cities where the age structure forms a pyramid. The pyramid is highly 

skewed implying fewer females compared to males in each generation. In particular, 

there w ere unusually fewer women in the age range 

45-54.

Using the Census data it was assessed that on average there were 3.28 persons per 

household. Gi\en this observation the expected sample population in the household 

was obtained as follows 150 (Enumeration areas) * 35% (households * 3.28 (persons) 

=24600 persons This expected number of persons formed the target population from 

which the individual biographies were drawn The actual sample si/.e from which 

individual biographies were sample was 11031 The criteria used to draw the desired 

sample of individuals (eligible to the biographical questionnaire) by generation and 

gender was as follows:

Table 3.2: Eligibility criteria for biographies by generation and gender.

Generation Males Females

45-54 1 out of 2 1 out of 1
35-44 1 out of 4 1 out of 2
25-34 1 out of 8 1 out of 5

Source Nairobi Urban Integration Project. 2mI
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The expected distribution o f individual biographies by generation and gender is 

shown in Table3.3

Table 3.3: Distribution of expected biographies by generation and gender

( le n e ra tio n  M ules % M ales Females % F em ales Fatal %  Total
45-54 429 
35-44 460
25-34 466...... -. ■:•..
Total 1355

31.7 319
33 9 417
34 4 432 
100.0 1168

27.3 
35.7 
57 O 
100.0

748
877
898
2523

29.6 
34.8
35.6
100.0

Source Nairobi Urban Integration Protect. 2« *i»I

However, these target numbers were not attained due to various reasons. One. the 

study did not cover the greater Nairobi, which accounts for 15% of the population in 

Nairobi, This was due to logistical problems, time and financial constraints. Refusals 

led to a lot of time being spent on follow-ups in the areas in Nairobi, this look more 

than the planned period for data collection Lack of personnel at the end of this period 

further slowed down the work leading to these areas being left out of the study. In 

some areas the age structure was not as expected, either the population was very 

young old or very young leading to unexpected numbers. Some of the enumeration 

areas e.g. Mlango kubwa. Mathare 4A were not covered further reducing the sample 

from which the biographies were drawn. (See Appendix 1 for problems encountered). 

As a result the number of biographies obtained by generation and gender were as 

follows.

Table 3.4: Distribution of actual biographies for males by generation and gender

( ie n e ra th m M ales % M a les  Females % F em ales Fatal %  Fatal
45-54 221 33.4 317 36.3 538 29.6
35-44 224 33 89 26. 20 8 485 34.8
25-34 216 32 7 296 34.0 512 35.6
Total 661 100,0 874 100.0 1535 100.0

Source: Nairobi Urban Integration Project. 2001



The expected figure of 400 could not be attained only for the females aged 45-54 To 

attain 400 in this group we would have needed a sample o f 30,846 indi\ iduals through 

the household questionnaire, i.e 25"» more than we could afford However from 

previous research in other areas a minimum sample o f 200 is respected for all sex and 

age groups and can suffice for the analysis.

3.2 Method of Data Collection

A household questionnaire of the census type was used to collect basic information on 

the sampled households. Undergraduate's interviewers who were trained for one week 

did this. An age event recording form was integrated into the interview. It comprised 

the first part of the interview It is a separate document that amalgamates the charts 

for a number of dilTerent event histories. The advantage is that it enables the 

researcher to relate and cross check the timing of events across several dilTerent 

domains. It is also useful for detailing inconsistencies. Family events such as births, 

marriages, deaths w ere first recorded as lhev are usually the best remembered and also 

because they are usually officially recorded. A biographical questionnaire was then 

used to collect information on aspects of individual lives including the changes over 

lime and that could be well remembered. The questionnaire (see appendix iv) had 

live modules relevant to various aspects. This study was based on module 1 for basic 

characteristics, module 3 on productive activities including schooling, training, and 

changes in status for the same employment and module 5 pertaining to fertility 

history Module 1 provided information on basic socio-demographic characteristics.
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3.2.1 Method of Data Analysis

The analysis invokes examining the relationship between female labour force 

participation and ternlity among women in Nairobi. The main method o f analysis was 

e\ent history analysis. Frequency distributions were used to show the distributions of 

the respondents by various characteristics and distribution of periods since the interest 

is in periods and not the mdiv idual.

Event history analysis was used to examine the changes in employment status of 

married women and fertility along their life cycles. It is an appropriate method since 

the study data is in the form of event histories and due to its ability to connect 

different kinds of ev ents along the time path It is a statistical method used to measure 

the length of time before the occurrence of subsequent ev ents.

However, this kind of data usually includes some cases, which the information on the 

event is not recorded or is incomplete. This can happen for several reasons. In some 

cases, the event does not occur before the end of the study In other cases, we loose 

track of their status sometime before the end of the study Still other cases may be 

unable to continue for reasons unrelated to the study. Collectively, such cases are 

known as censored cases, (see appendix II for examples of censored cases) and they 

make this kind of study inappropriate for traditional techniques such as ordinary linear 

regression Hence the use of survival analysis or more generally transition data 

analysis.
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Gi\en the date of entry, failure date and date of censoring, the first step in the analysis 

was to create life survival tables b\ calculating durations to termination and to 

interview by counting the units of time elapsed between pertinent dates. These 

durations were calculated in months and portrayed the survival experience of the 

various cohorts. The basic idea of the life table is to subdivide the period of 

observation into smaller time intervals. For each interval, all people who have been 

observed at least that long are used to calculate the probability of a terminal event 

occurring in the interval. The probabilities estimated from each of the intervals are 

then used to estimate the overall probabilitv of the event occurring at different lime 

points. To test the differences between survival curves of the younger and older 

cohorts, or any other groups the Breslow lest (also called the Wilcoxon test) which is 

based on as ordering of failure times from earlier to later date was used. The baseline 

hazard rate and the effects o f cov ariates are modelled by Cox's regression

3.3 Hazard Rate Analysis

Life table techniques hav e for a long time been used to lest whether different samples 

of failures times represent different survival functions. This method involves 

estimating survival functions for each sample and then making comparisons either 

directly or using summary statistics. Applying this procedure to answer questions 

involves sub classifying the sample on the basis o f the covariates o f interest and 

estimating survival function in each subclass separately for comparison. When none 

of the subclasses is small this procedure is workable. But very often mam of the 

subclasses are likely to be small, espectallv when several covariates are to be taken 

into account simultaneously. When there are many covariates, cell sizes become too
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small to allow the computation of a life tables. Under such circumstances it is 

advisable to use for comparison of survival functions comprehensive models in which 

the effects of factors affecting failure times are represented bv unknown parameters, 

hence the use of hazard models or simply life tables with regression

3.3.1 Definition And Assumptions Of a Proportional Hazards Model

The term hazard in ordinary use means risk A hazard rate is the instantaneous risk of 

occurrence or experiencing a given event, in this study the women are assumed to be 

continuously subject to the risk of a birth The risk is given by the hazard rate 

function, defined as the conditional probability of a birth at time t given no birth 

immediately before t. The hazard rate may vary randomly across the population 

(referred to as heterogeneity) and may vary over time spent in a birth. In the analysis 

of survival data, an event such as death can be v iewed as a failure with the time at 

death of that particular individual being viewed as the failure time and the total 

duration of lime lived by that particular individual viewed as the survival time. The 

distribution of surv ival times is described bv three functions. If a unit begins at time 

1=0  and fails at time t=T. we call the random variable the survival time or time to 

failure of the unit. The distribution function of f is denoted bv F (i). its the probability 

density (unction and is denoted by f (/) The function S (i) =1 is called the 

survivorship function and gives the probability that an individual will survive until 

time t or beyond before experiencing the event I'he hazard function is // (t ) = ((t)IS(t). 

Knowledge of any one of the four quantities f(/>. F(t). S(/). and h(/) is sufficient to 

know all four I'he hazard function is the instantaneous failure rale at the time given 

that the individual surv iv es until time t.
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A proportional hazard model lor the relationship between and employment and 

fertility can be defined briefly as follows Let duration be measured as time in months 

since the age of fifteen, we assume the duration can be broken into K. categories 

during w hich the risk is constant for individuals w ith the same \alues of the covariates 

such as childcare and economic acti\it> Let rik be the risk of getting a child in 

duration category k (or period k) for ilh individual with vector of covariates X,. Then 

under the proportional hazard assumption:

ln(rik) = ak + X;‘b k=l. .k................................  (3.1)

= av + b,Xj| + biXi2 + bnXjn

The risk in duration category k is given by e 'k e M h. where e‘lk may be considered an 

underlying duration specific risk The covariates of individuals / shift this risk up or 

down depending on whether e" h is greater or less than 1.0. For individuals with 

different values of their covariates X, this multiplicative factor is the same at every 

duration, so that the ratio of hazards of any two indiv idual is the same no matter what 

the duration.

In the extended model, v alues of the covariates may be allowed to change ov er time. 

With time vary ing covariates. the model for indiv idual I with cov ariates v ector W;k in 

period k become:

ln(r,k) = £n+Wl(/c (3.2)
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Note, that there is no duration subscript on c. so the model is still a proportional 

hazard model in the sense that a given \alue of a covariate has some effect at each 

duration W,k varies with time but the effects do not When the covariaies changes 

over time, then the ratio of hazards for two individuals will not necessarily stay 

constant

Finally the effect of a particular covariate on the hazards may change over time, even 

though the covariate itself Slavs the same. Under the time dependent effects 

assumption, the model for individual i in period k with cov ariates vector Yi  becomes

In (rlk) = ak + Y,dk................................................................................... (3.3)

In this case, there is a duration subscript on the coelficients (so that the effects 

changes across intervals) but not on the covariates. Note, however, that it is possible 

for a time varying covariale to have time dependent ellects. A general model 

encompassing all these assumptions can be written as follows:

ln(rik) = ak + X,b + Wjk’c + Y,' dk + Zjk’e.......................................................(3.4)

Where the term Z.k'ek has been added to allow for the possibility of time varying 

covariates with time dependent effects. We have one fixed covariate with time 

dependent effects i.e. sex during labour force participation. Education attainment, age. 

age at marriage, religion and urban residence will be used as controls in the analysis.
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Multivariate hazards analysis was used to evaluate the effects of demographic and 

socio-economic variables on fertility The variables of interest are marital status, 

employ ment, and type of economic sector and availability of childcare. As the model 

of analysis, the study chose a proportional hazard regression method introduced by 

Cox and modified b\ Breslow. called the Cox's proportional hazards regression 

model. This was used to model time to event in the presence of censored cases. It 

allows the inclusion of predictor variables (covanates) in the model Cox regression 

handles the censored cases correctly, and provides estimate coefficients for each of 

the covariates, allowing one to assess the impact of multiple covanates in the same 

model. It can also be used to examine the ellect of continuous cov ariates.

It can be defined as. let t, be the survival lime of the individual and.vi,. .v2,.... .vpi be

the v alues taken on by explanatory variables for the i"' individuals . the ( 'ox's model 

gives the hazard for the /,h individual as lii(t) = h„(t)exp(..brv;;), so that the hazard for 

any individual is proportional to a baseline hazard function. h,,(/). and the risk factors 

x,/ modify the hazard. The object is to estimate the parameters (1, and test hypothesis 

about them.

In this study all the covanates are treated as time varying and/or as having mixed 

effects. The proportional hazards method estimates the elfect of the independent 

v ariables on the hazard rate under the assumption that the effects are proportional and 

constant through each interval. The model estimates the risk of bearing a child during 

labour force participation. When the fks are significantly different from zero, they 

indicate that the risk factor is important. If [V o it means the cov ariate has no effect on
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the dependent \anable. If the value is below I. it means the covariate has a reducing 

effect on the e\ent occurring.

The study estimated two models the first model included all the control variables and 

employment status while the second had all the control variables and the interaction 

effects betw een employment status and type of economic sector.

3.3.3 Testing And Checking Assumptions Of The Model

The most important assumption of the Cox model is that the hazard ratio is 

proportional over time. Since the model bv definition is constructed to follow this 

assumption it was important to evaluate its validity before modelling (Namboodiri et 

al. 1987) The assumption was checked using "log-log", plots represented as l„ (- 

l„|s(t)|). Details of the test and the graphs are shown in the appendix III.
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CHAPTER FOUR

COX REGRESSION ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

4.0. Introduction

This chapter presents the findings of the study and the data analysis results. The 

analysis was restricted to women who had li\ed in Nairobi continuously from the age 

of fifteen. The analysis is di\ided into two lex els. the first level is the preliminary 

analysis o f the data b> use of descriptive statistics and the second is multivariate 

regression analysis.

4.1 Cox Regression Analysis

The main objective of the study is to examine the relationship between women's 

labour force participation and fertility in Nairobi. That is whether there exist 

differences in fertility between women who are working and those who are not. The 

study uses Cox Proportional Hazards model to test the effects of v arious covariales on 

the risk of getting an additional child in the presence of censored cases. The model 

assumes that the hazard ratio is proportional over time, such that all the systematic 

differences in fertility between women in and out of labour force are accounted for by 

covariates without distinguishing the differences due to the timing of the ev ent.

The hazard rate model rellects two distinct features associated with high or low 

hazards. These are:

i Acceleration or deceleration in the timing of the ev ent and

ii High or low limiting survival probability (i.e. proportion eventually 

experiencing or not experiencing the event)
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The limiting suruxal probability implies a limiting \alue of the survivor Traction 

when time tends to infinity The Co\ model is compatible with non-zero limiting 

sur\i\al probability. However, the interpretation in proportional models is often 

ambiguous with regard to the distinction between the timing and limiting survival 

probability of the ev ents occurrence. Thus proportional hazards model do not permit a 

useful distinction between the effects of covariates on the timing of the ev ent and on 

the limiting survival probability of the event. However Cox Proportional model is still 

a useful and powerful method for analysing duration data. (Olieno. 1999). It does not 

rely on specification of the parametric form of the distribution and is relatively easy to 

interpret, especially when analysis does not require specifying the time of the event of 

interest.

The coefficients of the Cox Proportional Hazards model can be interpreted as the 

proportional effect of each independent v ariable on the risk of hav ing an additional 

child. Positive coefficients increase the value of the hazards function or the risk of 

hav mg another child and therefore denotes an inverse relationship between the values 

of the independent variable. It therefore implies that a larger positive value of the 

independent variable parameter implies higher propensity of getting another child and 

vice versa. The coefficients can be transformed to percentage change 100 x | - 11 

in the hazard rate for a unit increase in the explanatory variable. In case the 

explanatory variables are categorical it is the change in the hazard rate of the 

respective category relative to the reference category (Otieno. 1999).
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4.2 Variable Specification

The analysis is restricted to women who have experienced the e\ent and subsequent 

events from the age of fifteen in Nairobi during the reference period. The total number 

of children e\er born is the censoring event for these women. The analysis controls 

for migration, that is penods for individuals who went out and came back into Nairobi 

during there observation period A total of X74 female respondents covering three 

generations aged between 25 and 54 years constitute the sample. Their descriptive 

statistics according to explanatory variables is presented in the Table 4 I below

Table 4.1 Distribution of respondents according to covariate

Variable name Biographical
cases

Frequency Missing cases

Age group
45-54 317 36.27
35-44 261 29.86
25-34 2% 33.87
Total 874 100.00
Current Religion
Traditional 26 2.97 4(0.46%)
Hindu 4 0.46
Muslim 72 8.24
Catholic 243 27.80
Protestant 316 36.16
Other 209 23.91
Total 874 100.00

Ethnicity
Central Bantu 464 55.17 33(3.77%)
Western Bantu 159 18.91
Coastal Bantu 15 1.78
Nilotic 129 15.34
1 lamitcs 66 4.16
Other 8 4.64
Total 841 100.00

Marital Status
Ever married 525 60.07
Nev er married 349 39.93
Total 874 100.00
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Childcare Availability
No childcare 545 62.36 80(9.15%)
Yes not paid 48 5.49
Yes paid 201 23.0
Total 874 100.00

Employment status
Homemaker 207 23.68 11(1.26%)
Unemployed 99 11.33
Employed 522 59.72
Other 35 4.00
Total 874 100.00

Economic sector
Formal 215 24.60 11(1.26%)
Informal 307 35.12
Other 341 39.01
Total 874 100.00

Employment sector
Employment formal 215 35.13 11(1.26%)
Employment informal 307 24.60
Homemaker 207 23.68
Unemployment 99 1 1.33
Other 35 4.00
Total 874 100.00

Source: Nairobi Urban Integration Project. 2001

4.2.1 Description ofSurvival Data

The use o f frequency analysis is not very useful since the unit of interest 

analysis is observation periods and not the individual. This section 

description of the obsenation periods b\ variables of interest then ; 

description of the survival data.

in sunival 

presents a 

i summary
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Table 4.2: Distribution of observations by variables of interest.

Variable Frequencies Percent Missing observations

Age group
45-54 5151 44.03
35-44 3435 29.36
25-34 3113 26.61
Marital status
Ever married 4303 36.78
Never married 73% 63.22
Economic sector
Formal sector 9362 80.02 118(1.01%)
Informal sector 2219 18.97
Childcare
availability
No childcare 6615 56.54 2271(19 41%)
Yes not paid 577 4.93
Yes paid 2236 19 .11
Employment status
Homemaker 2051 17.53
Unemployed 3295 28.16
Employed 4002 34.21
Other 2351 20.10
Employment sector
Employ ment formal 2196 18.77 1 18(1.01%)
Employment informal 1688 14.43
Homemaker 2051 17.53
Unemployed 3259 28.16
Other 2351 20.10
C hildren ever born
0 9250 1 7.53
1 2449 20.93
Total 1 1699 100.00
Source: Nairobi Urban Integration Project, 2001

NB: Column total represents total lor each variable



4.2.2 Summary or survival data

A summon description of the sumval data is presented in Table 4.3 It shows that 

611 women out of the sample of 864 were used in the analy sis. These are the women 

who had continuously lived in Nairobi from the age o f fifteen and were at risk of 

experiencing birth. 28 w omen had migration records into and out of Nairobi in their 

histories during reference period 417 women had experienced the e\ent at the end of 

the reference period w ith 50% having at least one birth. Total number of children ever 

bom to the women was 1746 with 50% of the women having at least a minimum of I 

birth record and a maximum of 11 birth records. The total time at risk of getting a 

child was 47824 months. Their minimum entry time into the risk was 0 months while 

the maximum 305 months. Their minimum exit time was 2 months while the 

maximum was 470 months. The minimum number o f recorded children per woman 

w as 1 while the maximum was 11.

Table 4.3: Summary of the sumval data.

Category Total Min Median Max

No. of w omen 611
No. of birth records 1746 1 2 11
(first) entry time 0 43 305
(final exit time 2 1 12 470
Women w ith gap 28
Time on gap if gap 1502 5 41 162
Time at risk 47824 1 54 447
failures 417 0 1 1
Source: Nairobi Urban Integration Project, 2001



4.2.3 Coding Of Variables For Inclusion In The Model

In mans analysis regressors are entered in the form of categorical \anables because 

specification of categorical variables permits the examination on non-linearity of 

effects The dependent variable is the hazard rate o f getting a child in the next period 

in the sequence of records This creates a dummy \ariable for children ever bom with 

the \alue 1. if this condition is true or 0 if otherwise. We model the instantaneous risk 

of getting another child in the next period This risk involves multiple failures since 

childbearing is a repeated event The variable specification and coding for explanatory 

variables is presented in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4: Variable specification definition and coding.
Variable name Definition and coding of variables

Age cohorts This variable is included to examine the relationship between labour force

participation and fertility for different cohorts. The categories are

45-54= 1 (ref) older generation

35-44=2 middle generation

25-34=3 younger generation

Marital status This variable is included to measure the exposure to the risk of conception through 

coital frequency. When censoring in the context of children ever bom regression it is 

important to control for exposure by introducing an independent variable to 

represent it Huts since l'ertililv varies with age. the dependence of Children Ever 

Borne on exposure variable is non-linear. Marital status refers to whether a woman 

has ever been married or is cohabiting or not. The categories are:

Ever married=0 (ref)

Never mamcd= 1

Availability of This variable is included because it is documented to lower the opportunity cost of

childcare women who arc in employment. Ibis variable is measured through a proxv that is 

whether anyone other than a member of the household tu.-ljx.-d with the household 

work.

The categories are 

Yes not paid=0 (ref)



No childcarc=l

Yes paid=2

Employment
\tatus

Employment
sector

Employment status is included to measure the influence that employment has on 
fertility, since it is documented that tliere is a relationship between the two variables. 
The categories are:
Emplayed=0 (ref)
I lomemaker= 1 
I Jnemployed=2 
()thcr=3
Hus variable is included to measure the effect of type economic activity on fertility. 
It is created from employment status and tvpe of economic sector and is included to 
measure the interaction effects between employment in the fonnal and informal
sector.
The categories are: 
Employment formal=0 (ref) 
Employed inform al 1 
I Iomemaker=2 
Unemployed=3 
( )ther=4

4.3 Description Of The Results Of The Analysis

This section describes the results of the application of Cox's model allowing for 

mixed effects. The standard errors were adjusted for the fact that individuals had 

periods with clusters. Breslow method was used to deal with ties. The summaries of 

parameter estimates of the Cox's model are show n in Table 4.4.1

Effects of marital status

The effect of never married women relative to ever-married low ers the hazard rate of 

getting an additional child. The effect is highly statistically significant at 99% 

confidence level The reduction effect is marginal and varies over lime as the marital 

status changes. The observed effects on the likelihood of hav ing children shows that 

lertilitv differentials between women may be as a result of marital status irrespectiv e 

of w omen's employ ment status.
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Effects of generational groups

The effect of the middle age (34-44) and younger (25-34) generation both lower the 

relative risk of having a child. The effect of the age (25-34) group is highly significant 

at 99% confidence level, while the effect of the age (35-44) group is highly significant 

at 95% confidence level. The effects of the likelihood of having an additional child 

are slightly higher for the third age (25-34) group relative to the first as expected due 

to the differences in exposure to coital frequency.

Effects of availability childcare
Not having childcare reduces the relative risk of having another child while having 

paid childcare increases the relative of having a next child. The observed effects 

indicate that women who have paid childcare are more likely to have more children 

ev er born than those who do not hav e childcare. How ever the effects of childcare are 

not (statistically) significant in explaining fertility differentials among women who do 

not have and those who have paid childcare in Nairobi.

Effects of employment status

The effect of homemaker increases the relative risk of having another child, while 

unemployment and other category reduce the relative risk The positive effects of 

homemaker imply higher probability of hav mg more children compared to the other 

employment status. Homemaker and other category are (statistically) significant while 

effects of unemployment are not significant in explaining the relative risk of getting

an additional child.



Table 4.4.1: Cox’s Model parameter estimates for main and interaction effects on 

the risk of giving birth to an additional child.

Variable name Model a Model b

coefficients z-\ nine coefficients /-value

Marital status 
(ref=ever 
married) 
never married 
Availability of 
childcare

-0.0128(0.00) -0.013(0.01) -9.83***

(ref=yes not 
paid)
nochtldcare -0.064(0.22) -0,28 -0.073(0.22) -0.32
yes paid 
Age group 
(ref=45-54)

0.353(0.24) 1.45 0.182(0.25) 0.72

35-44 -0.392(0.16) -2.47** -0.371(0.15) -2.48
25-34 -0.449(0.13) -3.38*** -0.456(0.13) -3.48***

Employment
status
(ref=em ployed)
homemaker 0.267(0.16) 1.70* na na
unemployed -0.247(0.19) -1.27 na na
other
Employment
sector
(ref=employment
formal

-0.980(0.22) -4 4 2*** na na

Employment
informal

-0.489(0.18) -2.59**

Homemaker 0.033(0.17) 0.19
Unemployed -0.455(0.20) -2 .2 2 **
Ollier -1 160(0.23) -5.09***
Log like hood -1884.23 -1834.03
Prob> clii2 0.000 0.000
Source Nairobi Urban Integration Project. 2001

*** means p<0.01 
** means p<0.05 
* means p<0.1

NB: Figures in parentheses are standard errors obtained from robust estimations adjusting for clustering 
on individual.
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4.4 Discussion of The Results

In this section the study results are discussed in an attempt to evaluate whether the set 

objectives have been met by the study findings. A common theme in the literature of 

female employment and fertility is that employed women will have fewer children 

than non-employed women only when there are conllicts between working and caring 

for children (as in industrial countries). If there are no conllicts employed women may 

actually have more children than non-employed women if the economic burden of 

childrearing is an important incentive for wives labour force participation. As a result 

there may be few fertility differentials according to wives labour force status.

The relative risks implied in Table 4 4.1 are mostly in the direction one would expect. 

Homemakers increase the relative risk of having children while informal sector; 

unemployment and other category are less likely to have a child in any given period of 

observation. Homemaker probably combines well with childcare therefore increasing 

the relativ e risk of hav ing more children There are no significant fertility differentials 

between women in employment and the unemployed. When the type o f economic 

sector is included in the model however, unemployment becomes significant in 

explaining the fertility differentials between women in Nairobi. Employment in llie 

informal sector reduces the relative risk compared to the formal employment, these 

results are inconsistent with the role incompatibility theory Being employed portrays 

consistent results and lends support to Mason's ( l ‘)XO) results, who found out that 

employed w ives hav e fewer children than other w iv es if they resided in urban areas.
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Effects of availability of childcare

An important v ariable increasingly taken into account in the analysis of work fertility 

relationship is the extent to which childcare is shared or delegated, thus diminishing 

potential occupational maternal role conilicts which have featured prominently in 

many hypotheses (Oppong. 1991). At first glance it seems fertility and family si/.e 

should be negated to labour force if there is no childcare. Among women in Nairobi, 

no childcare reduces the relativ e risk of having an additional child, while hav ing paid 

childcare increases the risk The findings agree with Blau and Robins results from a 

study in USA where higher childcare costs were estimated to lower the birth rate for 

non-employed w omen but not for the employed.

Interestingly, the findings reveal that availability of childcare does not significantly 

explain the differences in fertility among women in Nairobi. These findings imply that 

there may be no fertility differentials between women with paid childcare and those 

without childcare. The findings confirm Mason's results in Peninsular Malaysia, 

where measures of household composition that were used were not found to be 

consistent with the role incompatibility theory If sheer av ailability of child care had 

an impact on women's work and fertility as suggested, we would have expected to see 

more consistent results than we have. These observed effects might be explained by 

the fact that availability and acceptability of childcare reduces time costs for working 

mothers (Oppong. 1981) and hence women can have additional children while 

working. If childcare substitutes are available and considered acceptable alternatives 

to maternal care, women who are employed will not feel pressured by time constraints



to limit their fertility It could also be due to the fact that in many urban areas there is 

low cost domestic help

Effects of generational groups.

Age is known to influence fertility through many mechanisms such as education and 

first marriage. It is used as a control in the analysis and shows consistent results in 

explaining the fertility differentials between women The age group 25-34 is 

statistically significant at 99% confidence level while the age group 35-44 is 

significant at 95%. This finding may be conclusive because older women have 

virtually completed their fertility But modelling the risk as a hazard, the differences 

probably reflect the fact that older cohorts may have accelerated their time to next 

birth compared to younger cohorts. The difierences imply probably that younger 

cohort w ere slower in getting their next birth.

Effects of employment status
The results of the regression of rate of getting another child onto employment status 

are shown in Table 4.4 .1. Among women in Nairobi the results of employment status 

show that the unemployed and the employed women had similar birth characteristics 

where as the homemakers were more likely to get another child than the rest of the 

group. Those belonging to the other group had the least chance of getting a next child. 

This group includes women who were studying, invalids and those who were sick. 

The observ ed results of unemployed and employed women are not consistent w ith the 

role incompatibility theory. This could be due the number of liv ing children a v ariable 

that was omitted in the analysis. This could influence the rate at which a woman get 

an additional child whether she is employed or not. Being a homemaker is highly
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significant at 95% confidence le\ei implying significant fertility differentials between 

homemakers and employed women The negative coefficient for unemploy ment may 

imply that the yyomen are seeking employment, which competes for time yvith 

childrearing. These results do not conform to expectations but confirm Mason's 

(19X1) whose study results for women's employment characteristics in Malaysia 

provided less clear evidence for the role incompatibility theory . The results imply that 

there are no fertility differentials among unemployed and employed yyomen in 

Nairobi. This may be associated yvith residence, being in the urban area unemployed 

yyomen may adopt fertility limiting behaviour found in urban areas. These findings 

suggest that in further analysis o f the work fertility relationship, it is important to 

distinguish clearly the type of activity or setting in yyhich work is done. For the 

employed, employment sector should be considered together to obtain better results. 

The results of a model including employ ment sector are discussed below.

Effects of type of economic sector

When the ty pe of economic sector is included in the model, neyer married status 

delays subsequent births for employed women and is still significant in determining 

the risk of birth hence fertility differentials between women. Age cohorts reduce the 

hazard rate but the (35-44) cohort is not (statistically) significant relative to older age 

cohort in explaining the risk of getting additional children. These results are 

consistent While lack of childcare loyvers ihe hazard rate of getting an additional 

child, hay ing paid childcare does not. but availability of childcare is not significant in 

explaining the risk of getting an additional child among working women in Nairobi. 

Women yvho are in the other category are at the loyvest risk of getting an additional
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child hence no fertility differentials are expected between them and working women 

in Nairobi

Results from the model (b) show that ihere are significant fertility dilferentials 

between employed women and the unemployed. These results are consistent since 

they confirm UN (1985) findings where women who had never worked at all since 

marriage tended to hav e a greater average number o f children ever born than women 

in the modern sector. They also lend support to Week's (1993) findings in USA where 

on average, each 1000 working wives aged 30-34 had 516 fewer children than each 

non-working wives of the same age. The negative coefficient of unemployment, 

however, indicates that this status reduces the relative risk of women getting an 

additional child. These results support Mason (1991) whose results for women work 

characteristics in Peninsular Malaysia provided less clear evidence for role 

incompatibility theory. The observed effects of unemployment may be because 

seeking employment competes for time with childbearing. I his could also be due to 

the fact that women w ho work may be more independent and enjoy a more egalitarian 

marital relationship, which allows them to exercise control over their fertility 

decisions. Women who work outside the home may also find it difficult to combine 

childbearing and rearing w ith the demands of a job. that require them to spend a lot ol 

lime away from home each day (UN. 1985). On the other hand this could reflect the 

economic status of household or the effect of number of living children that a woman 

has which was however not included in the analysis.

The inclusion of employment sector in the model greatly affects the earlier observed 

significance of homemakers. It is found to hav e a positive effect on the hazard rale of
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getting an additional child as expected but it is not (statistically) significant implying 

that there are no significant fertility differentials between women employed in the 

formal sector and homemakers in Nairobi This may be explained through husbands' 

income effect that was not considered among the cov ariates Income effects according 

to Leibenstein (1977). affect the utilities and costs of an additional child The 

conventional cost of child costs maintenance is expected to raise as per capita income 

increases. The stvle in which a child is maintained depends on the position and 

income of parents, therefore we expect such costs to rise as the income rises. The 

indirect costs are expected to behav e in a similar manner. Opportunities for engaging 

in productive or various time consuming consumption are likely to grow as income 

increase, therefore, the opportunity cost of having to tend an additional child rise 

accordingly as income increases.

This explanation can be supported further by Becker s Micro economic theory of 

fertility, where the time for the mother can be either is used for producing income or 

for raising children. An increase in the wife's income is expected to have two off 

setting effects. Firstly, positive income effects, and. secondly, negatives effects. If a 

wife has the primary responsibility for time in puts to childbearing, the theory 

emphasizes that the fertility effects of an increase in family income will be positiv e if 

the extra income comes from the husband with relatively little childcare responsibility 

and indeterminate in the case of the spouse who spends a great deal of time with the 

children. If homemakers in Nairobi hav e working husbands therefore w e expect that 

their fertility will be influenced by the income effects of their spouses bringing about 

significant fertility differentials vv ith women working in the formal sector.



The regression coefficient for the variable that indicates participation in the informal 

sector reduces the hazard rate of getting an additional child. This implies that women 

employed in the informal sector are less likely to have another child than those in the 

formal sector. This does not conform to expectation These results do not lend support 

to findings of UN (1985) based on 27 developing countries, where women in the 

modem occupations had the lowest number of children ev er bom. These findings are 

also inconsistent with the role incompatibility theory and disagree with the results of 

Lloyds (1991) who found that on average, the lev el of cumulative fertility was higher 

among women in the traditional occupations. These results indicate that working 

conditions in the informal sector in Nairobi may not be flexible in terms of time as 

hy pothesised. Work in the informal sector does not seem to reduce time costs. The 

ty pe of economic sector may be associated w ith fertility in other w ay s. Being in an 

urban area the results could be that the women in the informal sector are exposed to 

modern ideas about contraception, childbearing, family life, and in jobs that demand 

more time.

The observed effects of women in the informal sector can be attributed to the 

opportunitv cost of reproduction. Women who work away from home are the 

presumed to experience greater degrees of work and role incompatibility, to possess a 

stronger commitment to the work role and to have more capital (e g. education, work 

experience and training), than those who work in home industries or women who do 

not work at all (Zsembik. 1990). These results therefore imply that most informal 

work in Nairobi is away from home and women on average experience greater 

degrees o f work and role incompatibility . It could also be due to the fact that many 

women have education and training but cannot find work in the formal sector due to
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the economic situation. This implies that the inlluence o f women's work on fertility 

decision making is largely determined b> the underlying institutional structures that 

go\em the value of women's labour in a society not just role incompatibility.

However, no firm conclusions can be drawn from these results since the level of 

development most clearly influences the shape of the relationship between work and 

fertility in the modem and mixed sectors (Lloyd. 1991). The effect of dev elopment, 

except in the case of informal sector becomes more incompatible as the society 

becomes more developed. According to CBS (1997). Nairobi had the highest level of 

informal sector employment of 71.64 per thousand. Women accounted for 25.1% of 

the total labour force most of which was in the informal sector. This situation coupled 

with the problem of unemployment and the recent retrenchment brings into question 

the need to consider structural backgrounds and opportunity structures in analysing 

the relationship between women's work and fertility.

The analysis of the work-fertility relationship in Nairobi can be summarised as 

follows: employment status in Nairobi clearlv displays expected effects in the relative 

risk of getting an additional child for the employed, but not those in informal 

employment. Homemakers too. do not show expected results. Whether this reflects 

the spacio-temporal difference of combining employment with childcare said to exist 

for urbanised populations is however unclear. Childcare displays results that do not 

conform to expectations, the variable is not significant in explaining the relationship. 

This calls for a combination of working status and childcare to bring out the 

differences clearlv. Overall the results are consistent and agree with the fact that the 

existence and strength of measured relationship between women's work and fertility
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are clearly linked to socio-economic development. However lack of information on 

the number of living children, precise timing o f women's work during their 

childbearing period limit investigation of how the relationship changes over a 

woman's life cycle.
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CHAPTER FIVE

SUM MARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM M ENDATIONS

5.0. Introduction

This chapter presents a summary of the study findings on the relationship between 

women's labour force participation and fertility in Nairobi, conclusions and 

recommendations.

5.1 Summary

In this study, an attempt was made to examine the relationship between women's 

labour force participation and fertility in Nairobi. The study also made an attempt to 

examine the extent to which labour force participation influences fertility and the 

extent to which labour participation in the formal and informal sector influences 

fertility.

The study found no significant fertility dillerentials between women who had no 

childcare and those who had paid childcare in Nairobi. This confirms Mason (1981) 

findings and may be explained by the fact that availability and acceptability of 

childcare reduces time cost for working mothers Oppong (1981) and hence women 

can have additional children while w orking.

The findings also revealed that never married women were less likely to have an 

additional child irrespective of their employment status. These results are consistent 

since nev er married women are at a low er risk of exposure to coital frequency. The 

findings are consistent with UN (1985) results.
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The study found that homemakers were more likely to ha\e an additional child than 

the employed, unemployed and other group. The observed fertility dilTerentials 

however did not persist when the type of employment sector was considered. At this 

stage there were no fertility differentials between women employed in the formal 

sector and homemakers This could imply the elfect of husband occupation and 

income, which were not included in the analysis. This could also explained by 

Becker's Micro Economic Theory, where a mother time can either be used for 

producing income or for raising children The effects o f incomes is expected to be 

more positive if the extra income comes form the husband who ahs little childcare 

responsibility

The study findings revealed that there were no fertility dilTerentials between 

employ ed and unemploy ed women in Nairobi when the type of economic sector w as 

not included. These results are consistent Mason's finding in Peninsular Malaysia 

where women's employment characteristics provided less clear evidence for the role 

incompatibility. This however may be due to the fact that the unemployed women 

were in the process of seeking emplovment. which competes for time with 

childrearing.

However, when the type of employment sector was included significant fertility 

differentials were observed between employed and unemployed women. This 

suggests that there are significant fertility differential between unemployed women 

and employed women. These results confirm findings o f UN (19X5). Weeks (1993). 

and Liyods (1991). Work in the informal sector reduces the relativ e risk of getting an
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additional child compared to women in the formal sector. The observed effects may 

suggest that working conditions in the informal sector in Nairobi are not relatively 

flexible with respect to lime and to entering and leaving the labour market as 

hypothesized. Being in an urban area, the observed effects could also be due to the 

fact that these women are exposed modern ideas about contraception and 

childbearing, and that the jobs demand more time than hypothesized. The exact 

mechanism through which the observed ell'ects occur are not clear since the level of 

education was not considered.

The analysis of the work fertility in Nairobi can be summarised as follows: 

Employment status and employment sector clearly displays expected results in 

explaining fertility dilTerentials between unemployed and employed women but 

effects for women in the informal sector are not consistent. From theory work in this 

sector is expected to be incompatible with childbearing and childrearing with respect 

to time. Flowever no firm conclusions can be drawn from these results since the level 

of development most clearly influences the shape of relationship between work and 

fertility in modem sectors. Overall the findings are consistent and agree with the fact 

that the existence and strength of measured relationship between women's work and 

fertility are clearly linked to socio-economic development.

5.2 Conclusions

The findings of the study provide evidence that indeed there exists a relationship 

between women's labour force participation and fertility in Nairobi As predicted by a 

number of hypotheses in demographic literature, the analysis revealed that labour
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force participation influences fertility in Nairobi and the influence is most significant 

when the employment is in the informal sector.

The study found that homemakers were more likely to hav e more children followed 

by the unemploy ed women than those employed in the informal sector and in the 

other group. There were no fertility differentials between women employed in the 

formal sector and homemakers despite the fact that being a homemaker increased the 

relative risk of getting an additional child. The mechanism through which these 

observed effects occur are however unclear since the husbands income was not 

considered in the analy sis.

The most important finding is that the relationship between women's work and 

fertility in Nairobi is only clear when the settings in which the work is done is 

considered. This finding indicates that both the employ ment status and the type of 

economic sector in which the work is done may have some impact on the extent to 

which work affects childbearing.

Availability of childcare did not bring about significant fertility differentials between 

women who had no childcare and those with paid childcare, despite the fact that not 

having childcare lowered the risk of getting an additional child. This may be 

attributed to the fact that when childcare substitutes are available and considered 

acceptable alternatives to maternal care, women who are employed will not feel 

pressured by time constraints to limit their fertility It could also be due to the fact that 

in many urban areas there is low cost domestic help.
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Marital status displayed expected results since never married women were less likely 

to have more children than ever-married women. The observed fertility differentials 

are associated with lower risk of exposure to coital frequency. The most important 

wavs that work experience can affect actual fertility is through age into marriage and 

through fertilitv regulation behav iour However it was difficult to establish how these 

mechanisms cause the observed effects among women in Nairobi due to lack ol 

information and the fact that the study did not consider age into marriage.

Generational groups showed consistent results with younger (25-34) group having a 

higher probability of having an additional child compared to the middle (35-44) 

group. These findings may be conclusive because older women have virtually 

completed their fertilitv but modelling the risk as a hazard, the differences probably 

reflect the fact that older cohorts may have accelerated their time to birth to next child 

compared to vounger cohorts. However, it was difficult to establish the exact 

mechanisms through which the observed fertilitv differentials occurred since 

education and first age at marriage w ere not considered in the analysis.

5.1.1 General Conclusion

The relationship between women's labour force participation and fertilitv is clearly a 

complex one and it is important to recognise that it is mutually dependent one. That is. 

the number of children ever bom a woman has and the rate at which she has them 

determines in part whether she works, when she works and the type of work she does. 

Childbearing on the other hand could be endogenous i.e. choosing to work may as 

well be motiv ated by the presence of several children in the household, hence a family

chooses to work in order to support the increased number of children. This study may
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have been limited in some areas but its contribution to understanding the work fertility 

relationship in Nairobi has not been inconsequential.

5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

From the conclusions, the study suggests recommendations for policy makers and for 

further research.

5.2.1 Recommendations for policy makers

i. It is evident from ihe study that women's employment influences fertility, the 

study therefore recommends that a policy be put in place to promote women's 

labour force participation as one mechanism of accelerating the fertility 

transition in Kenya.

ii The study also recommends that a policy and programme be put in place to 

equip women with knowledge, skills and expertise to enable them work in the 

formal sector since work in this sector has the greatest impact on the rate at 

which women giv e birth.

iii. Finally the study recommends that policies be put in place to speed up the 

lev el o f dev elopment since it clearly shapes up the relationship betw een work 

and fertility in the formal and informal sector.

5.2.2 Recommendations for further research

A proper investigation of the work-fertility relationship would require more detailed 

data than the one used in this study, therefore for further research the following
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factors should be incorporated to provide valuable insights that would aid in 

formulation and testing of finer hypotheses:

i. Information on number of children living. fertility regulation behaviour of 

women, education and first age at marriage should be included since they are 

important in any fertility analysis.

ii. Further investigation of the work fertility relationship should consider the 

organization of work in the informal sector to clearly explain the mechanism 

through which the observed effects on fertility occur.

iii. Information on husband's occupation and income should be included in 

further investigation to explain the fertility differentials between homemakers 

and the unemployed and those employed in the formal sector.

iv . In further research the precise liming of women's work during childbearing, 

that is before and after marriage, should be included to establish how the 

relationship changes over a w oman's life cycle.
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Appendices

Appendix 1: Problems Encountered In The Field

The Nairobi Urban Integration Project was affected by a myriad of problems from the 

onset. The data collection was delayed b\ three weeks due to logistical problems. 

Such problems w ere due to delay by the Central Bureau of statistics w ho w ere to help 

in the identification of the enumeration areas Once they were available there w as also 

the problem of transport co-ordination leading to wastage of time. The maps used 

w ere also not up to date hence taking a lot of time in identifying the areas.

Another problem was insecurity in certain areas leading to poor co\erage of the 

proposed areas or complete omission. Such areas included Mathare 4A. Mukuru kwa 

Njenga. Mlango kubwa. korogocho and Bangaldesh.This problem reduce the sample 

si/e. since the expected 35% household numbers were not achieved, which is bound 

to introduce biasness in the sample.

The rains sometime in March rendered areas in slum areas inaccessible causing delays 

m the data collection Such areas were Mashimoni. korogocho. Laim Saba and Lindi 

in kibera division. Poor transport systems also paused problems in areas where homes 

were distant apart like in karen area and Thome v. This meant that the research 

assistants had to walk long distances in order to get respondents. This resulted in a lot 

o f time being wasted and more money being spent than had been budgeted for.

In some nud level estates there was the problem of missing respondents due to 

engagement in work or travel This forced research assistants to make repeated call

S3



backs leading to fatigue. Examples of such areas were Ngei. Madaraka and Akiba. 

Due to this many of this respondents were left out o f the sample. Secondly, some 

areas such as Tangole had deserted structures. In areas such as Habib. ThomeV. the 

research assistants were denied access to the areas greatly reducing the number of 

respondents.

Suspicion caused bv the sensitiv e issue of land grabbing caused some respondents not 

to participate, thinking that the research assistants were interested in finding out their 

tenure status e g. in Dandora area. In areas such as iVlalhare North. Ha/.ina and Baba 

dogo most of the inhabitants who were interviewed were below 34 years. This 

reduced the number of respondents qualifying for biographies.

Some superv isors neglected their work slow ing down the data collection process and 

poor editing of questionnaires. This w as a source of problems, as questionnaires were 

not checked for incompleteness and errors at this level.

The problem that greatly affected the sample the sample size was the total omission of 

some greater Nairobi due to time, financial constraints and logistical problems. This is 

expected to be a source of bias in the sample since these areas w ere to constitute 15% 

of the entire sample.

The data collection exercise was planned lor seven and a half weeks Irom mid 

January to nud March but due to problems mentioned abov e and delays in pav ing the 

research assistants the exercise took twelve weeks in total.
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The study of survival data is complicated bv incomplete data, which occurs when the 

outcome of a particular unit is unknown at the end of the study When this happens, 

we refer to it as censoring. That is for some individuals brought under observ ation the 

available information on failure time may lie incomplete due to migration or death. 

We hav e right censoring when the time for the end of the spell is unknown given that 

it was known at the beginning of the study and left censoring when the start is 

unknown. There exists also an aspect when we have both left and right censoring. The 

major aspect of censoring is that w e hav e incomplete data. In the study we had sev eral 

cases of censoring which were omitted from the analysis.

In this study the space of observation is Nairobi, while the time of entry into 

observation is 15 vears since this is the time when a woman is first at risk ol 

experiencing a birth. The observ ation period is terminated at the time of interview. 

The respondents who have not experienced a birth at time of interview are also 

censored cases, the censoring time being the interval between age of entry and end ol 

survey.

The study was restricted to women who had continuously lived in Nairobi from the 

age of fifteen and had experienced a birth or subsequent births before the censoring 

date. The censoring event in this case is experiencing a birth. Restriction was 

important due to the fact that social and demographic analysis ignores the effect of 

time space relationships. Below are examples of censored cases that were controlled 

for in the study

Appendix II: Censoring
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J
115

J.
b

J >
(i)

These individuals were in Nairobi from age fifteen but left and experienced a birth 

outside Nairobi before coming back under observ ation again.

---------------------------- ---------- ----------1-------------------------------1------------------------------- >
tl 5 b (ii)

These individuals came into Nairobi after age 15 and experienced a birth in Nairobi.

tl 5 b (iii)

These indiv iduals w ere out of Nairobi at age 15. they experienced abirth ooulside and

later moved into Nairobi

*►
tl 5 b (iv)

These w ere out of Nairobi at age 15. they came under observ ation, they went out of 

obseravtion where they experienced a birth before coming back under observ ation 

again.

— .............— ................ I-------------------------------------- L................. ................-J------------1------------p.
tl 5 b (v)

These indiv iduals w ere out of Nairobi at age 15. they came under observ ation then 

went out and later came back into nairobi where they experienced a birth.

115 b (vi)
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These individuals continuously lived in Nairobi from age 15 to the time of interview 

and experienced a birth in Nairobi

The periods for individuals numbered (i) - (v ) were censored it the study, it is only the 

period for individuals numbered (vi) that were considered in the analysis of work 

fertility relationship in Nairobi. The type of censoring in this study is referred to as 

random censoring. In the survey respondents enter the observation randomly with 

respect to age. To deal with random type, the product-limit estimate of surv ival 

function is used since all respondents are kept under observ ation until the end o f the 

survey. If tu tn are the exact surv ival times of n indiv iduals in the sample, an estimate 

of the surv ival function. S(l) is the observ ation proportion of indiv iduals in the sample 

w ho surv ive longer than t: i.e. |
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Appendix 111: Testing and Cheeking Assumptions of the Cox Model

If a \ariable is dichotomous with the values land 2. and acts upon the hazard function 

in accordance with the proportionality assumption then ln(-ln|s()|(t)|) and l„(-ln|So2(t)I) 

must have parallel plots. Departure from time invariant separation of the two plots is 

an indication of possible violation o f the assumption. The test of the hazard 

assumption assumes homogeneity of v ariance across the risk sets. If the plotted lines 

are reasonably parallel, the proportionality assumption has not been v iolated. and it is 

appropriate to base the estimation for that variable on a single baseline survivor 

function, if not alternative modelling choices have to be used. The graphs showing 

whether the variables hold the assumption are presented below.

Figure I: Test of hazard assumption for generational groups
---------grage = 1 — *----- grage = 2

— s— grage = 3
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Figure 2: Test of hazard assumption for marital status
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Figure 5: Test for hazards assumption for economic sector
----- e—  econsector = informal — * ------econsector = formal
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Appendix IV
HOUSEHOLD QUESTIONNAIRE

Name

(00 0 0)

Serial
N°

(Q(K)l
)

Relation to 
Head of

hhd
(Q002)

Residenti 
al status 
(Q003)

Sex
((400

-1)

Age
(0005

)

Ethnic
group
(Q006)

Natio
nality

(Q007)

Religio
n

(Q008)

Marital
status

(Q009)

Birth
place

(Q010)

Result, na
5 years 

ago
(QOH)

School
attend
(Q012)

Level at
school
(0013)

Labour 
parficip (last 

7 days) 
(Q014)

Biography

Eligible
(4015)

Select
(QOi

1 lead 1 

Spouse 2 

Son
/daughter 3 
Brother /  
sister 4 
Lather 
/m other 5 
Other 
relative (> 
Non relative 
Employee 8 

NS /D k  ')

Regularfy 
present:: 
Not here 
previous 
night 0

1 lere 
previous 
night 1

Not
resident:
here
previous 
night 2

circle
Male
Fema

lc

In
comp
leted
years.

Unde r 
1 vear 
write 

00

See
codes

See
codes

See
codes

Never
marrie
d 1

Staying 
togefhe 
r 2

Monog? 
Polvg 4 
\\ id< >\v~
Divorc 
d 0 

Separat 
d 7
NS/D 
k  9

See codes

Res/elena 
in Jijn/icny 

t m '

See codes

Never 
went 0

Attend 
now 1

Left
school

->

Primaiy:
unc< anplet 
eel 1 
completed^ 
Secondary 
unci anplet 
ed 3
c< 'inpleted- 
I ligh 
school 5 
Post- 
second, 
training 6

University 
NS/I4K 9

W ork forpai 
0

Leave/sick 1 
l;amily/own 
buz 2
Seek 1" job.3 
Seek job 
(worked 
before) 4 
Smdenr 5 
Retired 6 

Incapacitated
7

1 lomemaker
8

Other
{specify) 9

To be 
tided on/)

by "

To /;
ji He d o 

by 
sttpeni

0 1 0 M 2 M F 0 1 2 Yes No Yes \

0 2 0 1 2 M F 0 1 2 4 es No Yes \

0 3 0
‘ 2

M L 0 1 0 4es No Yes f

0 4 0 177 M 0 1 2 4es No Yes \
X

0 5 0 1 2 M L 0 1 O 4'es No Yes

0 6 o 1 1 2 M 0 1 2 4'es No Yes X

0 7 0 1 2 M F 0 I 2 Yes No Yes N

0 8 0
' I

M F 0 1 M's No Yes X

0 <) 0 ' ' M O’ — 0 1 ~> 4es | No Yes X

-------------- 1 1 n 0 1 2 M 0 n 1 Yes No Yes! K



rill a continuation form ij won than 15 people in the household

NUMBER FEMALE:
Q017

NUM BER MALE:
Q018

TOTAL NUMBER:
Q019

IIO USEH O LD  CO NDITIONS AND AMENITIES (to be asked of the household head or any other responsible person)
Dwelling units Main dwelling unit 

tenure status
(Q022)

Dominant construe tic >n 
materials of main dwelling unit

Main source of 
water
(Q026)

Main human 
waste 

disposal
(0027)

Main
cooking fuel

(Q028)

Main type of 
lighting
(Q029)

(Q020) ((7021) If on ner occupied: Roof (0023) Wall (0024) Floor (( 8)25)
I low many Purchased 1 (Corrugated Stone 1 Cement 1 Well 1 Main sewer 1 1 .lectricity 1 1 .lectricity 1
habitable Constructed O iron sheer 1 Brick/block 2 Tiles Borehole 2 Septic tank 2 Paraffin Pressure lamp

I 11 >w rianv rooms Inherited 3 1 lies 2 Mud/wood 3 \\ < >od 3 Piped/rap 3 Pit latrine 3 Gas 3 ■>

dwelling does (do) IJ tented/provided Concrete 3 Mud/cement4 1 varth 4 Private Bucket latrine firewood 4 1 /an tern 3
units does this (these) Govnt 4 \sbestoes Wood only 5 Other 9 vendors 4 4 Charcoal 5 Tin lamp 1
this dwelling Ixjcal auth. 5 sheets 4 Corrugated Community- Ficld/Bush 5 Solar 6 Fuel wood 3
household units Parastatal 6 Grass 5 iron sheets 6 owned kiosk 5 Paid toilet 6 Other 9 Solar (>
occupyr contain? Private comp 7 Makuti 6 Grass/reeds 7 Other 9 Drains Other 9

Individual 8 Tin 7 Tin 8 Other 9
Other 9 Other 9 Other 9



CHARACTERISTICS OF TI IE DECEASED OF T H E  FIVE (5) PAST YEARS (FROM 1996 TO 2001) AT T H E  TIM E OF T IIEIR  DEATH 
___________ “In the last five years, from January 1996 to today, did any resident of this household died for any particular reason?”___________

Name

Serial
N°

(0030
)

Relation to 
Head of 

hhd 
(Q031)

Residenti 
al status 
at death 
(Q032)

Sex
(003

3)

Age
at

death
(Q03

4)

Year
death
((/(>3

5)

Ethnic 
gr< >up 
(0036)

Natio
nality

(0037)

Religio
n

(Q038)

Marital
status
(0039)

Birth
place

(Q040)

Resident' 
e 5 years 

ago
(Q041)

School
attend
(0(1 1 2

Level at 
school 
(Q043)

Labour 
partic before 

death 
(Q044)

Cause of dea 

(Q045)

Head 1 
Spouse 2 

Son
/daughter 3
Brother /  
sister 4
Father 
/  mother 5
Other 
relative 6

Non relative 
Employee 8 

N S /D k  9

Regularly 
present:: 
Not here 
previous 
night 0 

Here 
previous 
night 1

Aof 
resilient. 
here 
previous 
night 2

circle
Male
Fema

le

In
comp
-leted
years.

Unde

1 year 
write 

00

Sec
codes

See
codes

See
codes

Never 
marrie 
d 1 

Staying 
togethe 
r 2 

Monog; 
Polyg 1
\\ id' '\v:
Div« ire 
d 6 
Separat 
d 7 
N S/D  
k  9

See codes

Residence 
in January 

1996‘

See codes

Never
went 0

Mtend
ed at 
the
time of 
death

1

Left
school

">

Primary:
uncomplet 
ed 1 
completed!; 
Secondary 
uncomplet 
ed 3 
completed-1 

High
school 3 
Post- 
second, 
training (> 
University 
NS/DK 9

Work for 
pay 0 

Leave/sick 1 
Familv/own 
buz 2
Seek U job3 
Seek job 
(worked 
before) 4 
Student 5 
Retired 6 
Incapacitate 
d 7 
1 lomcmaker 

8

Other
(specify) 9

Transport 
accident 
Other accide

Attack 
Suicide 
Illness up to:
- 1 month
- 6 months 
+ than 6 
months
Recurrent
illness
Other (,ipeci/y

T l
0 1 0 M F 0 1 | 2

2 0 1 1 M F .) 1 2

1 3 0 1 2 M l 01 1 1 2
1 4 o ! l 2 M F 0 1 t 1 2

| T 0 1 2 M F Oil 2
6 0 I 1 2 M F 0 1 2

| 7 0 1 2 M l ! 0 0  2

Villa continuation form // won than 7people deceased in the household

TOTAL NUMBER DECEASED:
Q(H8

NUMBER FEMALE
D E C E A S E D :

(.hi u,

NUMBER MALE
D E C E A S E D :

004



Name of intenien er and code:_______________________ /  /  /  Name of field snpen isor and code:_________________
Q050

DATE OF INTERVIEW  /  / ___/2001 Time at the beginning of the interview / ____h/ ____ mil/
Q052 Q053 Q034 Q055

Identifier / _ ! /  EA / _ _ / _ / _ /  CLUSTER / _ / _ /  STRUCTURE / _ / _ _ /  HOUSEHOLD / _ / _ _ /  RESPONDENT / _ / _ /

0051

MODULE 1: SOCIAL AND DEMOGRAPI
Name of the respondent
(not coded, confidential)

First name / ms/ (family) name

101-102 Date of birth Month / __/ __/  Year / __/ __/

103 Gender Male 1 
Female 2

104 What was your 
mother’s religion at your 
birth?

(see bhold Specify if other Christian or 
qi/estionnai/r) other religion (coded 13 or 

14/
/  /  /

105 Have you ever changed 
religion since birth?

Yes 1 Go to 106
Net 0 Go to 114

106-107 When did you first 
change religion? Month / __/ __/  Year / __/ __/

108
What was your new 
religion then?

(see hlsold Specify if other Christian or 
questionnaire) other religion (coded 13 or

14/
/  /  /

109 Do you have the same 
religion now?

Yes 1 Go to 114 
No 0 Go to 110

110 How many religions 
d id  y o u  l u r e  s in c e  b irth ?

Number o f religious affiliations / __/ __/

Ill-112 When did you Iasi
c h a n g e  re lig io n ? M onth  Your / __/ __/

IIC CHARACTERISTICS OF RESPONDENT
113 (see bhold
What is your religion now? questionnaire)

Specif)- it other Christian 
other religion (coded 13 
14/



114
What w as/is your father’s last level 
of education?

No school 0 
Primary 1 
Secondary 2 
High school 3 
Post-secondary training 4 
University 5 
DK * 9

115 Front which ethnic group is 
your father? (specify)

/ _ / _ / _ /
116 Father’s main profession when 
respondent was 15 years old
(specify)

/ _ / _ / _ /
117
What w as/is your mother’s last level 
of education?

No school 0 
Primary 1 
Secondary 2 
High school 3



Post-secondary training 4 
University 5 
D k  9

118 From which ethnic group is 
your mother? (specify)

/ _ / _ / _ /
119 Mother’s main profession when 
respondent was 15 years old
(specify)

/ _ / _ / _ /
120 What is your present 
nationality? (see hhold questionnaire) / __/ __/



MODULE 3: SCHOOL, APPRENTICESHIP & ACTIVITY
/_ 3 / EA / _ / _ / _ /  CLUSTER / _ / _ /  STRUCTURE / _ / _ /  HOUSEHOLD / _ / _ /  RESPO ND EN T /_ _ /_ _ /

INTERVIEWER: TI IIS MODULE IS ABOUT ACTIVITIES OF TI IE RESPONDENT. REGARDLESS HIS/HFiR PLACE OF RESIDENCE YOU 
MUST NECESSARILY FILL IN AT LEAST O N E COLUMN FOR EVERY ACTIVITY OR STATUS IN  TH E SAME COMPANY. 

_______ ______________ PLEASE REFER TO T H E  AGEVENT FORM TO FILL IN QUESTIONS 301 TO 304.___________________________
FROM T H E  AGE OF 6 ONWARD A 01 A 02 A 03 A 04 A 05
301 No of the period (seeAGUV EA T 
form) / — / — / / _ / _ / / _ / _ / / _ / _ / / _ / _ /

302 How many months are there 
between the end of the last period 
and the current one? 
or I low many months did you spend 
unemployed before finding this job?

N° of months/__/ __/
( if  more than 6 
m onths and i f  
necessary till in an 
unemploym cn t 
period)

N° of months/__/ __/
( if  more than 6 
m onths and i f  
necessary' till in an 
unemployment 
period)

N° of months/__/ __/
( if more than 6 
m onths and i f  
necessary' till in an 
unemployment 
period)

N° of months/__/ _
( if more than 6 
months and i f  
necessary fill in an 
unemployment 
period)

303-304
When did you start this activity? / _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  

Month Year
/ _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  
Month Year

/ _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  
Month Year

/ _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  
Month Year

/ _ / _ /  / _ _ / _  
Month Yea

305
Was it a period of...?

Studv l-> 306 
Illness 2-> 309 
Invalidity 3-> 309 
Retirement T> 309 
I Iomemaker 5-> 309 
Unemploym. 6-> 309 
O th e r  inactiv. 7-> 309 
Apprenticeship or 
employment 8-> 310

Study l-> 306 
Illness 2-> 309 
Invalidin’ 3-> 309 
Retirement 4-> 309 
1 Iomemaker 5-> 309 
Unemploym. 6-> 309 
O th e r  inactiv . 7-> 309 
Vpprenticeship or 

employment 8-> 310

Study l->  306 
Illness 2-> 309 
Invalidity 3-> 309 
Retirement 4-> 309 
1 Iomemaker 5-> 309 
Unemploym. 6-> 309 
Other inactiv. 7-> 309 
Apprenticeship or 
employment 8-> 310

Study l-> 306 
Illness 2-> 309 
Invalidin’ 3-> 309 
Retirement 4-> 309 
1 Iomemaker 5-> 309 
Unemploym. 6-> 309 
Other inactiv. 7-> 309 
Apprenticeship or 
employment 8-> 310

Study l-> 31 
Illness 2-> 31 
Invalidity 3-> 3( 
Retirement 4-> 3( 
1 Iomemaker 5-> 3( 
Unemploym. 6-> 3( 
Other inactiv. 7-> 3( 
Apprenticeship or 
employment 8-> 3

306 EDUCATION LEVEL 
(only for period of studying)
What was your level of education 
reached at the end of this period?

Primary 1 
Secondary 2 
1 ligh school 3 
Post-secondary educ.4 
University 3

Primary 1 
Secondary 2 
1 ligh school 3 
Post-secondary educ.4 
University 5

Primary 1 
Secondary 2 
1 ligh school 3 
Post-secondary educ.4 
University 5

Primary 1 
Secondaiy 2 
I ligh school 3 
Post-sectjndary educ.4 
University 5

Primary 
Secondary 
1 ligh school 
Posr-secondaiy educ. 
University



307
What was the highest certificate or 
degree you attained during diis 
period?

None 0 
KCPE/CPE/KAPE/ 
KPE 1 
KJSE 2 
KCSH/KCE/EACE/ 
CSC 3 
k \C E /E \A C E /H S E  
Diploma/certificate 5 
Bachelor’s degree 6 
Masters degree 
Other 9

None 0 
KCPE/CPE/KAPE/ 
KPE 1
KJSE 2 
KCSE/KCE/EACE/ 
CSC 3 
K ACE/ E A ACE/ USE 
Diploma/certificate 5 
Bachelor’s degree 6 
Masters degree 
Other 9

None 0 
KCPE/CPE/KAPE/ 
KPE 1 
KJSE 2 
KCSE/KCE/EACE/ 
CSC 3 
KACE/CAACE/IISE 
Diploma/certificate 3 
Bachelor’s degree 6 
Masters degree 
Other 9

None 0 
KCPE/CPE/KAPE/ 
KPE 1 
KJSE 2 
KCSE/KCE/EACE/ 
CSC 3 
KACE/EA VCE/HSE 
Diploma/certificate 3 
Bachelor’s degree 6 
Masters degree 
Other 9

None ( 
KCPE/CPE/KAPE, 
KPE
KJSE : 
KCSE/KCE/EACE 
CSC
K \CE/E.\ACE/HS 
Diploma/certificate : 
Bachelor’s degree < 
Masters degree 
Other

308
What type of educational 
establishment were you in?

lYiblic 1 
Private religious 2 
Private non-religious 3 

Go to 309

Public 1 
Private religious 2 
Private non-religious 3 

Go to 309

Public 1 
Private religious 2 
Private non-religious 3 

Go to 309

Public 1 
Private religious 
Private non-religious 3 

Go to 309

Public-
Private religious 1 
Private non-religious.-

Go to .30*
309 SUPPORT OF STUDENTS AND

1 low were you mainly supported 
during this period?

INACTIVES (illness, it
Retirement or other 
benefits 1 
Pri vate/properry 
income or savings 2 
Scholarship only 3 
Scholarship 
& stipend 4 
Spouse 5 
Older gen. relatives 6 
'l ounger gen. relates 7 
Other relatives 8 
Welfare 9 
Petty jobs 10 
Other 99

lvalidity, retirement, hoi
Retirement or other 
benefits 1 
Private/property 
income or savings 2 
Scholarship only 3 
Scholarship 
& stipend 4 
Spouse 5 
Older gen. relatives 6 
Younger gen. relatvs 7 
Other relatives 8 
Wei fare 9 
Petty jobs 10 
( )ther 99

nemaker, unemploymei
Retirement or other 
benefits 1 
Privare/property 
income or savings 2 
Scholarship only 3 
Scholarship 
& stipend 4 
Spouse 3 
Older gen. relatives 6 
Younger gen. relatvs 7 
Other relatives 8 
Welfare 9 
Petty jobs 10 
Other 99

it, oilier period of inacti
Retirement or other 
benefits 1 
Private/property 
income or savings 2 
Scholarship only 3 
Scholarship 
& stipend 4 
Spouse 3 
Older gen. relatives 6 
Younger gen. relatvs 7 
Other relatives 8 
Welfare 9 
Pern- jobs 10 
( )fher 99

city)
Retirement or other 
benefits
Private/property 
income or savings . 
Scholarship only 
Scholarship 
& stipend 
Spouse
Older gen. relatives 
Younger gen. relatvs 
Other relatives l 
Welfare 1 
Petty jobs 1(
( )rher

Go to 333 Go to 333 Go to 333 Go to 333 Go to 33.
310 FOR ALL EMPLOYED OR APPF
What was your main occupation? 
w Wliat was the
trade/craft/profcssion that you were 
learning? (specify)

.ENTICES

/ _ / _ / _ / / _ / _ / _ / / _ / _ / _ / / _ / _ / _ /



311
What was your status during this 
period of activity?

Salaried i—'  jio
Apprentice 2-> 317 
Family business3-> 317 
Own business 4-> 312

oaraiicu i — jiu
Apprentice 2-> 317 
Family business3-> 317 
Own business 4-> 312

Apprentice 2-> 317 
Family business3-> 317 
Own business 4-> 312

Apprentice 2-> 317 
Family business3-> 317 
Own business 4-> 312

Apprentice 2-> 31 
Family business3-> 3 
Own business 4-> 31

312 FOR OWN BUSINESS
How many employees/apprentices 0 (self-employed) 1 0 (self-employed) 1 0 (self-employed) 1 0 (self-employed) 1 0 (self-employed)
worked for you at the beginning of 1-2 persons 2 1-2 persons O 1-2 persons 2 1-2 persons 2 1-2 persons
this period? 3-5 persons 3 3-5 persons 3 3-5 persons 3 3-5 persons 3 3-5 persons

6-10 persons 4 6-10 persons 4 6-10 persons 4 6-10 persons 4 6-10 persons
More than 10 5 More than 10 5 More than 10 5 More than 10 5 More than 10

313 0 (self-employed) i 0 (self-employed) i 0 (self-employed) 1 0 (self-employed) i 0 (self-employed)
How many employees/apprentices 1-2 persons 2 1-2 persons 2 1-2 persons 2 1-2 persons 2 1-2 persons
worked for you at the end of this 3-5 persons 3 3-5 persons 3 3-5 persons 3 3-5 persons 3 3-5 persons '
period? 6-10 persons 4 6-10 persons 4 6-10 persons 4 6-10 persons 4 6-10 persons

More than 10 5 More than 10 5 More than 10 5 More than 10 5 More than 10
314 How did you keep your accounts Personal book i Personal book i Personal book i Personal book i Personal book
record? Formal accountancy 2 Formal accountancy 2 Formal accountancy 2 Formal accountancy 2 Formal accountancy 1

No written accounts 3 No written accounts 3 No written accounts 3 No written accounts 3 No written accounts.
315 Was your company registered? Yes i Yes i Yes i Yes i Yes
(PI.\. 1 AT) No 0 No 0 No 0 No 0 No (
316 None 0 None 0 None 0 None 0 None 1
To set up this business what was the Own savings 1 Own savings 1 Own savings 1 Own savings 1 Own savings
main source of finance you resorted Inheritance 2 Inheritance 2 Inheritance 2 Inheritance 2 Inheritance 1
to? Family assistance 3 Family assistance 3 Family assistance 3 Family assistance 3 Family assistance

Spousal support 4 Spousal support 4 Spousal support 4 Spousal support 4 Spousal support
Merry-go-round 5 Merry-go-round 5 Merry-go-round 5 Merry-go-round 5 Merry-go-round
Associatk >n 6 Association 6 Association 6 . Association 6 Association (
Credit from suppliers? Credit from suppliers? Credit from suppliers? Credit from suppl ers7 Credit from suppliers
Bank loan 8 Bank loan 8 Bank loan 8 Bank loan 8 Bank loan
NGO loan 9 NGO loan 9 NGO loan 9 NGO loan 9 NGO loan <
Co-operative loan 10 Co-operative loan 10 Co-operative loan 10 Co-operative loan 10 Co-operative loan 1(
Personal loan 11 Personal loan 11 Personal loan 11 Personal loan 11 Personal loan 1
Shylock 12 Shylock 12 Shylock 12 Shylock 12 Shylock 11
Other 99 C Vher 99 ( )ther 99 Other 99 ( )ther

Go to 325 Go to 325 Go to 325 Go to 325 Go to 32!
417 FOR APPRENTICES AND FAMILY BUSINESS



How were you mainly supported 
during this period?

Older gen. relatives 1 
Younger gen. relates 2 
Odicr relatives 3 
Manager/boss 4 
Welfare 5 
Petty jobs 6 
Other 9

Older gen. relatives 1 
Younger gen. relarvs 2 
Other relatives 3 
Manager/boss 4 
Welfare 5 
Petty jobs 6 
Other 9

Older gen. relatives 1 
Younger gen. relarvs 2 
Other relatives 3 
Manager/boss 4 
Welfare 5 
Petty jobs 6 
Other 9

Older gen. relatives 1 
Younger gen. relarvs 2 
Other relatives 3 
Manager/boss 4 
Welfare 5 
Petty- jobs 6 
Other 9

Older gen. relatives 
Younger gen. relates E 
Other relatives 
Manager/boss 
Welfare
Petty jobs < 
Other '

Go to 321 Go to 321 Go to 321 Go to 321 Go to 32
318 FOR SAIARIED EMPLOYEES 
I low did you obtain tliis job? Family relations 1 

Personal relations 2 
Employment bureau 3 
Adverts 4 
Association 5 
Own initiative 6 
Other 9

Family relations 1 
Personal relations 2 
Employment bureau 3 
Adverts 4 
Association 5 
Own initiative 6 
Other 9

Family relations 1 
Personal relations 2 
Employment bureau 3 
Adverts 4 
Association 5 
Own initiative 6 
Other 9

Family relations 1 
Personal relations 2 
Employment bureau 3 
Adverts 4 
Association 5 
Own initiative 6 
(Idler 9

Family relations 
Personal relations 1 
1 Employment bureau 
Adverts
Association : 
Own initiative < 
Other 1

319 How was your main record of 
payment?

No record 0 
Logbook 1 
Payment voucher 2 
Payslip 3

No record 0 
Logbook 1 
Payment voucher 2 
Payslip 3

No record 0 
Logbook 1 
Payment voucher 2 
Payslip 3

No record 0 
Logbook 1 
Payment voucher 2 
Payslip 3

No record ( 
Logbook
Payment voucher E 
Pavslip

320
What was the main mode of 
payment?

Fixed salary/wage 1 
Pay per job 
Commission o r "« 3 
In kind 4

Fixed salary/wage 1 
Pay per job 2 
Commission or % 3 
In kind 4

Fixed salary/wage 1 
Pay per job 
Commission or " o 3 
In kind 4

Fixed salary/wage 1 
Pay per job 2 
Commission or % 3 
In kind 4

Fixed salary/wage 
Pay per job 1 
Commission or 0» .' 
In kind

321 PROMOTION (for salaried/empk
Since the beginning of this period 
have you been promoted?

)yee, apprentices and fat 
Yes 1 Go to 322 
No (1 Go to 325

nfly business)
Yes I Cio to 322 
No 0 Go to 325

Yes 1 Go to 322 
No 0 Go to 325

Yes 1 Go to 322 
No 0 Go to 325

Yes 1 Go to 32'. 
No 0 Go to 32f

322-323
When were you promoted? / _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  

Month Year
/ _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  
Month Year

/ _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  
Month Year

/ _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  
Month Year

/ _ / _ /  / _ / _  
Month Yea

324
What was your new position?
(specify) / _ / _ / _ / / _ / _ / _ / / _ / _ / _ / / _ / _ / _ / / _ / _ / _ _ /
313 FOR ALL EMPLOYED RESPOIS
During that period, did you study to 
obtain higher educational

DENTS: CHANGE IN 
Yes 1 Go to 326 
No 0 Go to 330

EDUCATION LEVE 
Yes 1 Go to 326 
No 0 Go to 330

. (through evening class 
Yes 1 Go to 326 
N<> 0 Go to 330

cs, parallel courses...) 
Yes 1 Go to 326 
No 0 Go to 330

Yes 1 Go to 3
No 0 Go to 3



326
What level of education did you 
attain?

None 0 
KCPE/CPE/KAPE/ 
KPE 1
KJSE 2
KCSE/KCE/EACE/ 
CSC 3 
KACE/EAACE/11SE 
Diploma/cciti ficate 5 
Bachelor’s degree 6 
Masters degree 
Other 9

None 0 
KCPE/CPE/KAPE/ 
KPE 1
KJSE 2 
KCSE/KCE/EACE/ 
CSC 3 
KACE/EAACE/1 ISE 
Diploma/certificate 5 
Bachelor’s degree 6 
Masters degree 
Other 9

None 0 
KCPE/CPE/KAPE/ 
KPE 1
KJSE 2 
KCSE/KCE/EACE/ 
CSC 3 
KACE/EAACE/1 ISE 
Diploma/certificate 5 
Bachelor’s degree 6 
Masters degree 
Other 9

None 0 
KCPE/CPE/KAPE/ 
KPE 1 
KJSE 2 
KCSE/KCE/EACE/ 
CSC .3 
KACE/EXACE/HSE 
Dip loma/certificate 5 
Bachelor’s degree 6 
Masters degree 
Other 9

None ( 
KCPE/CPE/KAPE, 
KPE
KJSE : 
KCSE/KCE/EACE 
CSC
KACE/EAACE/1 IS 
Diploma/certificate : 
Bachelor’s degree ( 
Masters degree 
Other

327 What type of educational 
establishment were you in?

Public 1 
Private religious 2 
Private non-religious 3

Public 1 
Private religious 2 
Private non-religious 3

Public 1 
Private religious 2 
Private non-religious 3

Public 1 
Private religious 2 
Private non-religious 3

Public-
Private religious 
Private tie in-religious.'

328-329
When did you attain that level? / _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  

Month Year
/ _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  
Month Year

/ _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  
Month Year

/ _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  
Month Year

/ _ / _ /  / _ / _  
Month Yea

330 CHARACTERISTICS OF TH E C 
Which economic sector did your 
company/organisation belong to?

OMPANY
Public service 1 
Parasratal
Private company 3 
Export proc. zone 4 
NGO 5 
International organ. 6 
Small business 
1 lousehold 8 
Other 9

Public service 1 
Parasratal 2 
Private company 3 
Export proc. zone 4 
NGO 5 
International organ. 6 
Small business 
1 lousehold 8 
Other 9

Public service 1 
Parasratal
Private company 3 
Export proc. zone 4 
NGO 5 
International organ. 6 
Small business 
Household 8 
Other 9

Public service 1 
Parasratal
Private company 3 
Export proc. zone 4 
NGO 5 
International organ. 6 
Small business 
Household 8 
Other 9

Public service 
Parasratal i 
Private company 
Export proc. zone 
NGO
International organ. ( 
Small business 
1 lousehold ! 
Other

331 In which estate/area was your 
company located during this period?
l or Nairobi: estate/ area 
1 'or outside Nairolv: nearest too n or country



332 TRANSPORTATION MEANS
What was your main transport 
(longer distance covered) for going to 
work during this period?

Work at home 1 
On foot 2 
Cycle 3 
Motorbike 4 
Own car 5 
Shared car 6 
Company’s bus 
Matatu 8 
Taxi 9 
KBS bus 10 
Train 11 
Other 12

Work at home 1 
On foot 2 
Cycle 3 
Motorbike 4 
Own car 5 
Shared car 6 
Company's bus 
Matatu 8 
Taxi 9 
KBS bus 10 
Train 11 
Other 12

Work at home 1 
On foot 2 
Cycle 3 
Motorbike 4 
Own car 5 
Shared car 6 
Company’s bus 
Matatu 8 
Taxi 9 
KBS bus 10 
Train 11 
Other 12

Work at home 1 
On foot 2 
Cycle 3 
Motorbike 4 
Own car 5 
Shared car 6 
Company’s bus 
Matatu 8 
Taxi 9 
KBS bus 10 
T rain 11 
Other 12

Work at home 
On foot I 
Cycle ! 
Motorbike
Own car f 
Shared car ( 
Company’s bus 
Matatu i 
Taxi
KBS bus 1( 
Train 1 
Other

333
What was the main reason for 
changing activity at the end of litis 
period?

NOl ICE r o  l \  1 1 RVII W HR:
CODE M l OR THE LAST  
ACTll TTY

Laid off 1 
“Terminated” 2 
Company bankrupt 3 
End of contract 4 
1 aid of apprenticeship 
Ix>w salary/income 6 
Working conditions 7 
Personal conflicts 8 
Find (better) job 9 
Promoted 10 
Medical 11 
Bankruptcy 12 
Family relocation 13 
Retirement 14 
Other 99

Laid off 1 
“Terminated” 2 
Company bankrupt 3 
End of contract 4 
End of apprenticeship 
Low salary/income 6 
\\ ’< irking conditions 7 
Personal conflicts 8 
Hind (better) job 9 
Promoted 10 
Medical 11 
Bankruptcy 12 
Family relocation 13 
Retirement 14 
Other 99

Laid off 1 
“Terminated” 2 
Company bankrupt 3 
End of contract 4 
End of apprenticeship 
Low salarv/income 6 
W orking conditions 7 
Personal conflicts 8 
Find (better) job 9 
Promoted 10 
Medical 11 
Bankruptcy 12 
Family relocation 13 
Retirement 14 
Other 99

Laid off 1 
‘Terminated” 2 
Company bankrupt 3 
End of contract 4 
End of apprenticeship 
lx>w salarv/income 6 
Working conditions 7 
Personal conflicts 8 
Hind (better) job 9 
Promoted 10 
Medical 11 
Bankruptcy 12 
Family relocation 13 
Retirement 14 
Other 99

Laid off 
‘Terminated” 
Company bankrupt . 
End of contract 
1 :.nd of apprenticcshij 
Daw salarv/income < 
Working conditions 
Personal conflicts ! 
Hind (better) job 
Promoted 11 
Medical 1 
Bankruptcy L 
Family relocation 1. 
Retirement 1- 
Other

334 Did someone other than the 
members of the household 
help with the housework?

No 0 
Yes, not paid 1 
Yes, paid 2 
Don’t know 9

No 0 
Yes, not paid 1 
Yes, paid 2 
Don’t know 9

No 0 
Yes, not paid 1 
Yes, paid 2 
Don’t know 9

No 0 
Yes, not paid 1 
Yes, paid 2 
Don’t know 9

No ( 
Yes, not paid 
Yes, paid I 
Don’t know 1

FOR PERIOD W IIEN RESPONDENT WAS UNDER AGE 10 OR AT SCI IOOE GO TO NEXT COLUMN, OTIIERWISE GO TO Q335

335
During this period did you have 
another source of income?

Yes, regular 1 
Yes, occasionally 2 

If YES go to 336 
No 0 

If NO go to 339

Yes, regular 1 
Yes, occasionally 2 

If YES go to 336 
No 0 

If NO go to 339

Yes, regular 1 
Yes, occasionally 2 

If YES go to 336 
No 0 

If NO go to 339

Yes, regular 1 
Yes, occasionally 2 

If YES go to 336 
No 0 

If NO go to 339

Yes, regular 
Yes, occasionally 1 

If YES go to 33< 
No t 

If NO go to 33*



336
What was your second source of 
income?
(quote the most important ij more than 2)

Own business 1 
Relative’s business 2 
Non-relative’s busnss3 
Properties income 4 
Other

Own business 1 
Relative’s business 2 
Non-relative’s busnss3 
Properties income 4 
Other

Own business 1 
Relative’s business 2 
Non-relative’s busnss3 
Properties income 4 
Other

Own business 1 
Relative’s business 2 
Non-relative’s busnss3 
Properties income 4 
Other

Own business 
Relative’s business 
Non-relative’s busns: 
Properties income 
Other

5 5 5 5
337-338
When did you start this secondary 
activity?

/ _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  
Month Year

/ _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  
Month Year

/ _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  
Month Year

/ _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  
Month Year

/ _ / _ /  / _ / _  
Month Yea

339 As compared to the preceding 
period did you find that your 
income...?

| |  -- N  ̂S ^.||| |
Increased 1 
Decreased 2 
Remained the same 3

Increased 1 
Decreased 2 
Remained the same 3

Increased 1 
Decreased 2 
Remained the same 3

Increased
Decreased 1 
Remained the same .'



M O D U L E  3: S C H O O L ,  A P P R E N T I C E S H I P  &  A C T I V I T Y  (periods A l l  to A15)

INTERVIEWER: THIS MODULE IS ABOUT ACTIVITIES OF T H E  RESPONDENT. WHATEVER H IS/H E R  PLACE OF RESIDENCE YOU MU 
NECESSARILY FILL IN AT LEAST O N E COLUMN FOR EVERY ACTIVITY OR STATUS IN T H E  SAME COMPANY. 

_____________________________ PLEASE REFER TO T H E  AGEVENT FORM TO FILL IN QUESTIONS 302 TO 305.___________________________
FROM T H E  AGE OF 6 ONWARD A 11 A 12 A 13 A 14 A 15
301 No of the period (seeACAil 7:.\T 
form) / _ / _ / / _ / _ / / _ / _ / / _ / _ / / _ / _ /

302 I low many months are there 
between the end of the List period 
and the current one? 
a I low many months did you spend 
unemployed before finding this job?

N° of months/.__/ __/
( if  more than 6 
months and i f  
necessary fill in an 
unemployment 
period)

\ ’° of months/__/ __/
( if  more than 6 
m onths and i f  
necessary' fill in an 
unemployment 
period)

N° of months/__ __/
( if more than 6 
months and i f  
necessary till in an 
unemployment 
period)

N° of months/__/ __/
( if  more than 6 
m onths and i f  
necessary' till in an 
unemploymen t 
period)

NT0 of months/__/ _
( if  more than 6 
months and i f  
necessary' fill in an 
unemployment 
period)

303-304
When did you start this activity? / _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  

Month Year
/ _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  
Month Year

/ _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  
Month Year

/ _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  
Month Year

/ _ / _ /  / _ / _  
Month Yea

305
Was it a period of...?

Study l-> 306 
Illness 2-> 309 
Invalidity 3-> 309 
Retirement 4-> 309 
1 lomemaker 5-> 309 
Unemploym. 6-> 309 
Other inaefiv. 7-> 309 
Apprenticeship or 

employment 8-> 310

Studv l-> 306 
Illness 2-> 309 
Invalidity 3-> 309 
Retirement 4-> 309 
Homemaker 5-> 309 
Unemploym. 6-> 309 
Other inaefiv. 7-> 309 
Apprenticeship or 

employment 8-> 310

Study l-> 306 
Illness 2-> 309 
Invalidin' 3-> 309 
Retirement 4-> 309 
Homemaker 5-> 309 
Unemploym. 6-> 309 
Other inacriv 7-> 309 
Apprenticeship or 

employment 8-> 310

Study l->306 
Illness 2-> 309 
Invalidity 3-> 309 
Retirement 4-> 309 
1 lomemaker 5-> 309 
Unemploym. 6-> 309 
Other inacriv. 7-> 309 
Apprenticeship or 
employment 8-> 310

Studv l-> 3( 
Illness 2-> 31 
Invalidity 3-> 3( 
Retirement 4-> 3( 
Homemaker 5-> 3( 
Unemploym. 6-> 3( 
Other inacriv. 7-> 3< 
Apprenticeship or 

employment 8-> 3
306 EDUCATION LEVEL 
(onlyfor period of studying)
W hat was your level of education 
reached at the end of this period?

Primary 1 
Secondary 2 
1 ligh school 3 
Post-sect>ndarv cduc.4 
University 5

Primary 1 
Secondary 2 
1 ligh school 3 
Post-secondary cduc.4 
University 5

Primary 1 
Secondary 2 
1 ligh school 3 
Post secondary cduc.4 
University 5

Primary 1 
Secondary 2 
1 ligh school 3 
Post-secondary cduc.4 
University 5

Primary
Secondaty 1 
High school 
Posr-secondaty educ. 
University



What was the highest certificate or 
degree you attained during this 
period?

KCPE/CPE/KAPE/ 
KPE 1 
KJSE 2 
KCSE/KCE/EACE/ 
CSC 3 
KACE/EAACE/HSE 
Diploma/certificate 5 
Bachelor's degree 6 
Masters degree 
Other 9

KCPE/CPE/KAPE/ 
KPE 1 
KJSE 2 
KCSE/KCE/EACE/ 
CSC 3 
KACE/EAACE/HSE 
Diploma/certificate 5 
Bachelor's degree 6 
Masters degree 
Other 9

KCPE/CPE/KAPE/ 
KPE 1 
KJSE 2 
KCSE/KCE/EACE/
( :s<: 3 
KACE/EAACE/HSE 
Diploma/ceitificate 5 
Bachelor’s degree 6 
Masters degree 
Other 9

KCPE/CPE/K \P E / 
KPE I 
KJSE 2 
KCSE/KCE/E \CE/ 
CSC 3 
KACE/EAACE/HSE 
Diploma/ceitificate 5 
Bachelor’s degree 6 
Masters degree 
Other 9

ixoiie i
KCPE/CPE/KAPE,
KPE
KJSE : 
KCSE/KCE/EACE 
CSC : 
K ACE/EAACE/I IS 
Dipk>ma/certi ficate ! 
Bachelor's degree ( 
Masters degree 
Other

308
What type of educational 
establishment were you in?

Public 1 
Private religious 2 
Private non-religious 3 

Go to 309

Public 1 
Private religious 2 
Private non-religious 3 

G oto 309

Public 1 
Private religious 2 
Private non-religious 3 

Go to 309

Public 1 
Private religious 2 
Private non-religious 3 

Go to 309

Public-
Private religious 1 
Private ntm-religious 

Go to 30*
309 SUPPORT OF STUDENTS AND

1 low were you mainly supported 
during this period?

IN ACTIVES (illness, it
Retirement or other 
benefits 1 
Private/property 
income or savings 2 
Scholarship only 3 
Scholarship 
& stipend 4 
Spouse 5 
Older gen. relatives 0 
Younger gen. relatvs7 
Other relatives 8 
Welfare 9 
Petty jobs 10 
( Irher 99

ivalidity, retirement, hoi
Retirement or other 
benefits 1 
Private/pn ipertv 
income or savings 2 
Scholarship only 3 
Scholarship 
& stipend 4 
Spouse 5 
Older gen. relatives 6 
Y<lunger gen. relates 7 
Other relatives 8 
Welfare 9 
Petty jobs 10 
Other 99

nemaker, unemploymci
Retirement or other 
benefits 1 
Private/p ro p e r ty  
income or savings 2 
Scholarship only 3 
Scholarship 
& stipend 4 
Spouse 5 
Older gen. relatives 6 
Younger gen. relatvs 7 
Other relatives 8 
Welfare 9 
Petty jobs 10 
Other 99

it, other period of inacti
Retirement or other 
benefits 1 
Private/propern' 
income or savings 2 
Scholarship only 3 
Scholarship 
& stipend 4 
Spouse 5 
Older gyn. relatives 6 
Younger gen. relatvs 7 
Other relatives 8 
Welfare 9 
Petty jobs 10 
( )ther 99

vity)
Retirement or other 
benefits
Privare/property 
income or savings 1 
Scholarship only 
Scholarship 
& stipend
Spouse ! 
Older gen. relatives ( 
Younger gen relatvs ’ 
Other relatives 1 
Welfare 1 
Petty jobs 11 
Other «

Go to 333 Go to 333 Go to 333 Go to 333 Go to 33.
310 FOR ALL EMPLOYED OR APP1 
What was your main occupation? 
or What was the
trade/craft/profcssion that you were 

[learning

1ENTICES

/ _ / _ / _ / / _ _ / _ / _ / / _ / _ / _ / / _ _ / _ / _ / / _ / _ / _ /



311 Salaried l-> 318 Salaried l-> 318 Salaried l-> 318 Salaried l-> 318 Salaried l-> 31
What was your status during this Apprentice 2-> 317 Apprentice 2-> 317 Apprentice 2-> 317 Apprentice 2-> 317 Apprentice 2-> 31
period of activity? Family business3-> 317 Family business3-> 317 Family business3-> 317 Family business3-> 317 Family business3-> 3

Own business 4-> 312 Own business 4-> 312 Own business 4-> 312 Own business 4-> 312 Own business 4-> 31
312 FOR OWN BUSINESS
I low many employees/apprentices 0 (self-employed) 1 0 (self-employed) 1 0 (self-employed) 1 0 (self-employed) 1 0 (self-employed)
worked for you at the beginning of 1-2 persons 2 1-2 persons 2 1-2 persons 2 1-2 persons 2 1-2 persons I
this period? 3-5 persons 3 3-5 persons 3 3-5 persons 3 3-5 persons 3 3-5 persons

6-10 persons 4 6-10 persons 4 6-10 persons 4 6-10 persons 4 6-10 perst >ns
More than 10 5 More than 10 5 .More than 10 5 More than 10 5 More than 10

313 0 (self-employed) 1 0 (self-employed) 1 0 (self-employed) 1 0 (self-employed) 1 0 (self-employed)
1 low many employees/apprentices 1-2 persons 0 1 -2 persons 2 1-2 persons 2 1-2 persons 2 1-2 persons 1
worked for you at the end of this 3-5 perse >ns 3 3-5 persons 3 3-5 persons 3 3-5 persons 3 3-5 persons
period? 6-10 persons 4 6-10 persons 4 6-10 persons 4 6-10 persons 4 6-10 persons

More than 10 5 More than 10 5 More than 10 5 More than 10 5 More than 10
314 How did you keep your accounts Personal book i Personal book i Personal book i Personal book i Personal book
record? Formal accountancy 2 1 •< >rmal accountancy 2 Formal accountancy 2 Formal accountancy 2 Formal accountancy

No written accounts 3 No written accounts 3 No written accounts 3 No written accounts 3 No written accounts.
315 Was your company registered? Yes i Acs i Yes i Yes i Yes
(PIS. 1 AT) No 0 No 0 No 0 No 0 No (
316 None 0 None 0 None 0 None 0 None (
To set up tliis business what was the Own sav ings 1 Own savings 1 Own savings 1 ( )wn savings 1 Own savings
main source of finance you resorted Inheritance 2 Inheritance 2 Inheritance 2 Inheritance 2 Inheritance ;
to? Family assistance 3 Family assistance 3 Family assistance 3 Family assistance 3 Family assistance

Spousal support 4 Spousal support 4 Spousal support 4 Spousal support 4 Spousal support
Men v-go-round 5 Merry-go-round 5 Merry-go-round 5 Merry-go-round 5 Merry-go-round !
Association 6 Association 6 Association 6 Association 6 Association (
Credit from suppl ers7 Credit from suppliers? Credit from suppliers? Credit from suppliers? Credit from suppliers
Bank loan 8 Bank loan 8 Bank loan 8 Hank loan 8 Bank loan J
NGO loan 9 NGO loan 9 \ (  I() loan 9 N( JO loan 9 NGO loan '
Co-operative loan 10 Co-operative loan 10 Co-operative loan 10 Car-operative loan 10 Co-operative loan II
Personal loan 11 Personal loan 11 Personal loan 11 Personal loan 11 Personal loan 1
Shylock 12 Shviock 12 Shylock 12 Shylock 12 Shylock i:

99 Other _______ 99 Other 99 Other 99 CIdler
Go to 325 Go to 325 Go to 325 Go to 325 Go to 32:

317 FOR APPRENTICES AND FAM LY BUSINESS



How were you mainly supported 
during this period?

Older gen. relatives 1 
Younger gen. relates 2 
Other relatives 3 
Manager/boss 4 
Welfare 5 
Petty jobs 6 
Other 9

Older gen. relatives 1 
Younger gen. relates 2 
Other relatives 3 
Manager/boss 4 
Welfare 5 
Petty jobs 6 
Other 9

Older gen. relatives 1 
Younger gen. relates 2 
Other relatives 3 
Manager/boss 4 
Welfare 5 
Petty jobs 6 
Other 9

Older gen. relatives 1 
Younger gen. relates 2 
Other relatives 3 
Manager/boss 4 
Welfare 5 
Pern- jobs 6 
Other 9

Older gen. relatives 
Younger gen. relates I 
Other relatives 
Manager/boss 
Welfare i 
Petty jobs < 
Other «

Go to 321 Go to 321 Go to 321 Go to 321 Go to 32
318 FOR SALARIED EMPLOYEES 
How did you obtain this job? Family relations 1 

Personal relations 2 
Employment bureau 3 
Adverts 4 
Association 5 
Own initiative 6 
Other 9

Family relations 1 
Personal relations 2 
Employment bureau 3 
Adverts 4 
Association 5 
Own initiative 6 
Other 9

Family relations 1 
Personal relations 2 
Employment bureau 3 
Adverts 4 
Association 5 
Own initiative 6 
Other 9

Family relations 1 
Personal relations 2 
Employment bureau 3 
Adverts 4 
Association 5 
Own initiative 6 
( )ther 9

Family relations 
Personal relations 
Employment bureau 
Adverts
Association : 
Own initiative < 
Other •

319 1 low was your main record of 
payment?

No record 0 
Logbook 1 
Payment voucher 2 
Payslip 3

No record 0 
Logbook 1 
Payment voucher 2 
Payslip 3

No record 0 
Logbook 1 
Payment voucher 2 
Payslip 3

No record 0 
Logbook 1 
Payment voucher 2 
Payslip 3

No record < 
Logbook
Payment voucher 1 
Payslip

320
What was the main mode of 
payment?

Fixed salary/wage 1 
Pay per job 2 
Commission or % 3 
In kind 4

Fixed salarv/vage 1 
Pay per job 2 
Commission or " » 3 
In kind 4

Fixed salary/wage 1 
Pay per job 2 
Commission or % 3 
In kind 4

Fixed salary/wage 1 
Pay per job 2 
Commission or " » 3 
In kind 4

Fixed salary/wagp 
Pay per job i 
Commission o r" «
In kind

321 PROMOTION (for salaried/emph 
Since the b e g in n in g  of this period 
have you been promoted?

wee, apprentices and fai 
Yes 1 Go to 322 
No 0 Go to 325

mily business)
Yes 1 Go to 322 
No 0 Go to 325

Yes 1 Go to 322 
No 0 Go to 325

Yes 1 Go to 322 
No (1 Go to 325

Yes 1 Go to 32i 
No 0 Go to 32'

322-323
When were you promoted? / _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  

Month Year
/ _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  
Month Year

/ _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  
Month Year

/ _ _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  
Month Year

/ _ / _ /  / _ / _  
Month Yea

324
W h a t w a s  y o u r  n e w  p o s it io n ?

(specify) t i l l /  /  /  / / _ / _ / _ / / _ / _ / _ / / _ / _ / _ /

325 F O R  A L L  E M P L O Y E D  R E S P O N  

D u r in g  d ia l p e r io d , d id  y o u  s tu d y  to  

o b ta in  h ig h e r  e d u c a t io n a l  

q u a lif ic a t io n ?

DENTS: Cl 1 A N G E  IN 
i Go to 326 

No 0 Go to 330

E D U C A T I O N  L E V E  

Yes 1 G o  to  326  

No 0  G o  to  330

(th r o u g h  e v e n in g  clast 

Yes l G o  to  326  

No 0 ( it )  to  330

(es, p aralle l c o u r s e s . . . )  

Yes 1 G o  to  326  

No 0  G o  to  330

Yes 1 G o  to  3 
No 0  Go to  l



326
What level of education did you 
attain?

None 0 
KCP1 •:/CPE/ KAPE/ 
KPE 1 
KJSE 2 
KCSE/ KCE/EACE/ 
CSC 3 
KACE/EAACE/HSE 
l )ipl(>ma/ccrti ficate 5 
Bachelor’s degree 6 
Masters degree 
Other 9

None 0 
KCPE/CPE/KAPE/ 
KPE 1 
KJSE 2 
KCSE/KCE/EACE/ 
CSC 3 
KACE/EAACE/HSE 
Diploma/certificate 3 
Bachelor’s degree 6 
Masters degree 
Other 9

None 0 
KCPE/CPE/KAPE/ 
KPE 1 
KJSE 2 
KCSE/KCE/EACE/
( :s< 3 
KACE/EAACE/HSE 
Diploma/certi ficate 5 
Bachelor’s degree 6 
Masters degree 
Other 9

None 0 
KCPE/CPE/KAPE/ 
KP1 1 
KJSE 2 
KCSE/KCE/EACE/ 
CSC 3 
KACE/EAACE/HSE 
Diploma/certificate 5 
Bachelor’s degree 6 
Masters degree 
Other 9

None ( 
KCPE/CPE/KAPE, 
KPE
KJSE : 
KCSI7  KCE/EACE 
CSC
K \ ( : 11/ E A ACE/HS 
Diploma/certificate i 
Bachelor’s degree ( 
Masters degree 
Other

327 What type of educational 
establishment were you in?

Public 1 
Private religious 2 
Private non-religious 3

Public 1 
Private religious 2 
Private non-religious3

I\iblic 1 
Private rcligii >us 2 
Private non-religi< >us 3

Public 1 
Private religious 2 
Private non-religious 3

Public
Private religious I 
Private non-religious

328-329
When did you attain that level? / _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  

Month Year
/ _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  
Month Year

/ _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  
Month Year

/ _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  
Month Year

/ _ / _ /  / _ / _  
Month Yea

3.30 CHARACTERISTICS OF T H E  C
Which economic sector did your 
company/organisation belong to?

OMPANY AND TRAN
Public service 1 
Parastatal
Private company 3 
Export proc. zone 4 
NGO 3 
International organ. 6 
Small business 
I lousehold 8 
( ither 9

SPORTATION MEAb
Public sendee 1 
Parastatal 2 
Private company 3 
Export proc. zone 4 
NGO 3 
International organ. 6 
Small business 
1 lousehold 8 
Other 9

JS IN NAIROBI
Public service 1 
Parastatal
Private company 3 
Export proc. zone 4 
NGO 3 
International organ. 6 
Small business 
Household 8 
Other 9

Public sendee 1 
Parastatal 2 
Private company 3 
Export proc. zone 4 
NGO 5 
International organ. 6 
Small business 
I lousehold 8 
Other <)

Public service 
Parastatal ' 
Private company 
Export proc. zone 
NGO
International organ. ( 
Small business 
1 lousehold i 
Other

331 In which estate/area was your 
company located during this period?
1 :nr Nairobi: estate/ ana
For outside \airobi: neatest ton n or conn tty

/ _ / _ / _ / / _ / _ / _ / / _ / _ / _ / / _ / _ / _ /



332 TRANSPORTATION MEANS 
What was your main transport 
(longer distance covered) for going to 
work during this period?

Work at home 1 
On foot 2 
Cycle 3 
Motorbike 4 
Own car 5 
Shared air 6 
Company’s bus 
Matatu 8 
Taxi 9 
KBS bus 10 
Train 11 
Other 12

Work at home 1 
On foot 2 
Cycle 3 
Motorbike 4 
Own car 5 
Shared air 6 
Company’s bus 
Matatu 8 
Taxi 9 
KBS bus 10 
Train 11 
Other 12

Work at home 1 
On foot 2 
Cycle 3 
Motorbike 4 
Own air 5 
Shared air 6 
Company’s bus 
Matatu 8 
Taxi 9 
KBS bus 10 
Train 11 
Other 12

W ork at home 1 
On foot 2 
Cycle 3 
Motorbike 4 
Own car 5 
Shared car 6 
Company’s bus 7 
Matatu 8 
Taxi 9 
KBS bus 10 
Train 11 
Other 12

Work at home 
On foot 1 

Cycle ! 
Motorbike
Own car f 
Shared air < 
Company’s bus 
Matatu ! 
Taxi ' 
KBS bus 1( 
Train 1 
Other

333
What was the main reason for 
changing activity at the end of tliis 
period?

NOTICE I’O INTERVIEWER 
CODE 99 iX)R THU LAST 
A c m  t i y

Laid off 1 
‘Terminated” 2 
Company bankrupt 3 
Laid of contract 4 
1 aid of apprenticeship 
Low salary/income 6 
W orking conditions 7 
Personal conflicts 8 
Find (better) job 9 
Promoted 10 
Medical 11 
Bankruptcy 12 
Family relocation 13 
Retirement 14 
O th e r  99

Laid off 1 
“Terminated” 2 
Company bankrupt 3 
End of contract 4 
1 aid of apprenticeship 
Low salary/income 6 
Working conditions 7 
Personal conflicts 8 
Find (better) job 9 
Promoted 10 
Medical 11 
Bankruptcy 12 
Family relocation 13 
Retirement 14 
Other 99

Laid off 1 
“Terminated” 2 
Company bankrupt 3 
End of contract 4 
End of apprenticeship 
Low salary/income 6 
W orking conditions 7 
Personal conflicts 8 
Find (better) job 9 
Promoted 10 
Medical 11 
Bankruptcy 12 
Family relocation 13 
Retirement 14 
O th e r  99

I aid off 1 
‘Terminated” 2 
Company bankrupt 3 
End of contract 4 
End of apprenticeship 
Low salary/income 6 
W orking conditions 7 
Personal conflicts 8 
Find (better) job 9 
Promoted 10 
Medical 11 
Bankruptcy 12 
Family relocation 13 
Retirement 14 
Other «)')

laid off
“Terminated” 1 
Company bankrupt 
l aid of contract 
1 aid of apprcnticeshi| 
laaw salary/income ( 
W orking conditions 
Personal conflicts < 
Find (better) job * 
Promoted 1( 
Medical 1 
Bankruptcy L 
Family relocation F 
Retirement 1 
Other

354 Did someone other than the 
members of the household 
help with the housework?

No 0 
Yes, not paid 1 
Yes, paid
Don’t know 9

No 0 
Yes, not paid 1 
Yes, paid
Don’t know 9_

No 0 
Yes, not paid 1 
Yes, paid 2 
Don’t know 9

No 0 
Yes, not paid 1 
Yes, paid 2 
Don’t know 9

No ( 
Yes, not paid 
Yes, paid '  

Don’t know <
A /-C  m n o  A 'l 'c ru n n i .C O  IO N EX 1 CO LI MN. n T H I ? n w l S B  m  T n  rm e

I.V'.O D P D i n n  W HEN R E S P O N D E D  1 w a s  w .x  ^  ~  _

335
During this period did you have 
another source of income?

Yes, regular 1 
Yes, occasionally 2 

If YES go to 336
No

If NO go to 339

Yes, regular 
Yes, occasionally 

If YES go to 336
No 0 

If NO go to 339

3 es, regular 1 
Yes, occasionally 2 

If YES go to 336 
No o 

If NO go to 339

Yes, regular 1 
Yes, occasionally 2 

If YES go to 336 
No 0 

If NO go to 339

Yes, regular 
Yes, occasionally 

If YES go to 33< 
No ( 

If NO go to 33'



336
What was your second source of 
income?
(quote the most important if more than 2)

Own business 1 
Relative’s business 2 
Non-relative’s busnss3 
Properties income 4 
Other

Own business 1 
Relative’s business 2 
Non-relative’s busnss3 
Properties income 4 
Other

Own business 1 
Relative’s business 2 
Non-relative’s busnss3 
Properties income 4 
Other

Own business 1 
Relative’s business 2 
Non-relative’s busnss3 
Properties income 4 
Other

Own business 
Relative’s business 
Non-relative’s busns: 
Properties income 
( )thcr

5 5 5 5
337-338
When did you start tin's secondary 
activity?

/ _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  
Month Year

/ _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  
Month Year

/ _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  
Month Year

/ _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  
Month Year

/ _ / _ /  / _ / _  
Month Yea

339 As compared to the preceding 
period did you find that your 
income...?

Increased 1 
Decreased 2 
Remained the same 3

Increased 1 
Decreased 2 
Remained the same 3

Increased 1 
Decreased 2 
Remained the same 3

Increased 1 
Decreased 2 
Remained the same 3

Increased
Decreased 1 
Remained the same



INTERVIEW ERS: TH IS MODULE IS MEANT FOR RESPONDENT WHO HAVE OR HAD BEEN MARRIED (DIVORCED, SEPARATED C 
WIDOW), FORMALLY OR NOT. PLEASE REFER TO T H E  AGEVENT FORM TO FILL IN QUESTIONS 401 TO 403. EACH PERIOD OF 

STAYING TO G ETIIER MUST BE REPORTED IN A SEPARATE COLUMN. IF T iIE  RESPO ND EN T NEVER STAYED W ITII H IS /H E R
PARTNER, FILL ONLY O N E COLUMN.

M O D U L E  4: M A T R I M O N I A L  H I S T O R Y
/  4 /  E A  / _ / _ / _ /  C L U S T E R  / _ / _ /  S T R U C T U R E  / _ / _ /  H O U S E H O L D  / _ / _ /  R E S P O N D E N T  / _ / _ /

C 01 C 02 C 03 C 04 C 05

First name of partner
401 Rank of the partner Union V Union N° Union N° / _ / _ / Union N° / _ / _ / Union N°

402-403 When did you start staying 
together?
(mil: YY YY if they m'n’rshnedtoother)

/ _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  
Month Year

/ _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  
Month Year

/ _ / _ /
Month

/ _ / _ /
Year

/ _ / _ /
Month

/ _ / _ /
Year

/ _ / _ /
Month Ye,:

404
Was it the first time you stayed together?

Yes l->405
Never stayed 
together 2->405 
No 0->415

Yes l->405
Never stayed 
together 2->405 
No (>->415

Yes l->405
Never stayed 
together 2->405 
No (>->415

Yes l->405
Never stayed 
together 2->405 
No (>->415

Yes l->40. 
Never stayed 
together 2->40. 
No (>->41

405 Was this union formalised? Yes 1 ->406 
No <)->412

Yes 1 ->406 
No (>->412

Yes
No

1 ->406 
(>->412

Yes
No

1->406 
(>->412

Yes
No

1 ->40* 
(>->41

Traditional marriage 
406-407 Date of customary 

marriage
/ _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  
month year

/ _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  
month year

/ _ / _ /
month

/ _ / _ /
year

/ __/ __/
month

/ _ / _ /
year

/ _ / _ /
month

/ _ / _
yea

Gri/marriage
408-409 Date of civil marriage

/ _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  
month year

/ __/__/  / _ / _ /
month year

/ _ _ / _ /
month year

/ _ / _ _ /
month year

/ _ / _ /
month yea

Religions marriage
410-411 D ate of religious marriage / _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  

month year
/ _ / _ /  / - / - /  
month

/ _ / _ /
month year

/ _ / _ /
month year

/ _ / _ /
month

/ _ / _
vea

(mite YY YY ij one type of union ras not
formalhed)___________________ ___________
412 What was the age of your partner at 
the beginning of this period? / _ / _ / / _ / _ / / _ / _ / / _ / _ /



422-423 When did you part? / / _ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /  /  /  /  /
Month Year Month Year Month Year Month Year Month Yez



M O D U L E  4: M A T R I M O N I A L  H I S T O R Y  (p e r io d s  C  06 to C  10)

IN T E RVIEWERS: TH IS MODULE IS MEANT FOR RESPONDENT WHO HAVE OR HAD BEEN MARRIED (DIVORCED, SEPARATED C 
WIDOW), FORMALLY OR NOT. PLEASE REFER TO T H E  AGEVENT FORM TO FILL IN QUESTIONS 401 TO 403. EACH PERIOD OF 

STAYING TOGETHER MUST BE REPORTED IN A SEPARATE COLUMN. IF T H E  RESPONDENT NEVER STAYED W ITH H IS /H E R
PARTNER, FILL ONLY O N E COLUMN.

C 06 C 07 C 08 C 09 c 10
First nam e of partner

401 Rank of the partner Union N° / _ / _ / Union N° Union N° / _ / _ / Union N° / _ / _ / Union N°

402-403 When did you start staying 
together?
(write XX XX if  the) nenr stayed together)

/ _ / _ /
Month

/ _ / _ /
Year

/ _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  
Month Year

/ _ / _ /
Month

/ _ / _ /
Year

/ _ / _ /
Month

/ _ / _ /
Year

/ _ / _ /
Month

/ _ / _
Ye;

404
Was it the first time you stayed together?

Yes l->405
Never stayed 
together 2->405 
No 0->415

Yes 1 ->405
Never stayed 
together 2->405 
No <>->415

Yes 1 ->405
Never stayed 
together 2->405 
No <>->415

Yes 1 ->405
Never stayed 
together 2->405 
No <>->415

Yes l->40.
Never stayed 
together 2->40. 
No (>->41

405 W as this union formalised? Yes
No

1->406 
<>->412

Yes I->406 
No <>->412

Yes
No

1 ->406 
<>->412

Yes
No

1 ->406
<>->412

Yes
No

1 ->40* 
<>->41

7 'raditional muni age 
406-408 Date of customary 

marriage
/ _ / _ /
month year

/ _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  
month year

/ __/ __/
month year

/ _ / _ /
month

/ _ / _ /
year

/ _ / _ /
month yea

Civil marriage
408-410 Date of civil marriage / _ / _ /

month year
/ _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  
month year

/ _ / _ /
month

/ _ / _ /
year

/ _ / _ /
month

/ _ / _ /
year

/ _ / _ /
month

/ _ / _
yea

Religions muni age
410-411 Date of religious marriage

(write XX XX if one type of union was not

/ _ / _ /
month year

/ _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  
month year

/ _ / _ /
month

/ __/ __/
year

/ _ / _ /
month year

/ _ / _ /
month

/ _ / _
yea

412 What was the age of your partner at 
the beginning of this period?

/ _ / _ / / _ / _ / / _ / _ / / _ / _ /



413 What was the ethnic group of 
your partner’s father?

/ _ / _ / _ / / _ / _ / _ / / _ / _ / _ / / _ / _ / _ / / _ / _ / _
414 What was the ethnic group of 
your partner’s mother?

/ _ / _ / _ / / _ / _ / _ / / _ / _ / _ / / _ / _ / _ / / _ / _ / _ _
415
What was the matrimonial status of your 
partner just before the beginning of this 
period?

Never married 1 
Monogamous 2 
Polygamous 3 
Separated/! divorced 

4
Widowed 5 
NS/DK 9

Never married 1 
Monogamous 2 
Polygamous 3 
Separated /Divorced 

4
Widowed 5 
NS/DK 9

Never married 1 
Monogamous 2 
Polygamous 3 
Separated /  Divetreed 

4
Widowed 5 
NS/DK 9

Never married 1 
Monogamous 2 
Polygamous 3 
Separated/Divorced 

4
Widowed 5 
NS/DK 9

Never married
Monogamous
Polygamous
Sep a rated /  Divorcee

\\ idowed 
NS/DK

416
What was the matrimonial status of your 
partner just before the end of this 
period?

Never married 1 
Monogamous 2 
Polygamous 3 
Separated/Divorced 

4
Widowed 5 
NS/DK 9

Never married 1 
Monogamous 2 
Polygamous 3 
Separated /  Div< treed 

4
Widowed 5 
NS/DK 9

Never married 1 
Monogamous 2 
Polygamous 3 
Separated/Div< treed

1
Widowed 5 
NS/DK 9

Never married 1 
Monogamous 2 
Polygamous 3 
Sep a ra ted /  Di vo reed 

4
V idowed 5 
NS/DK 9

Never married 
Monogamous 
Polygamous 
Separated / 1 Divorcee

\\ idowed 
NS/DK

417
From the beginning of this period, did 
you stay together continuously up to 
now?

YES 1 
Go to next column

Never stayed 
together 2->421 
No 0->418

YES 1 
Go to next column

Never stayed 
together 2->421 
No <>->418

YES 1 
Go to next column

Never stayed 
together 2->421 
No (>->418

YES 1 
Go to next column

Never stayed 
together 2->421 
No (>->418

YES
Go to next colum

Never stayed 
together 2->42 
No 0->41

418-419 If NO to 417,
When did vou stop staying together?

/ _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  
month year

/ _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  
month year

/ _ _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  
month year

/ _ / _ /  / _ / _ /  
month year

/ — / — /  / _ / _  
month yea

420 Did you live together again? YES 1 
Go to next column

No <>

YES 1
Go to next column

N o __________1L

Y ES l
Go to next column

No 0

YES 1 
Go to next column

No 0

YES
Go to next colum

No

421 // A'O to 420 or nevtr stayed togctlxr. 
Did you part from this partner?

Yes, divorced 1 
Yes, separated 
Yes, spouse died 3 
No <>

Yes, divorced 
Yes, separated 
Yes, spouse died 3 
No 0

3 es, divorced 1 
Yes, separated 2 
Yes, spouse died 3 
No i)

Yes, divorced 1 
Yes, separated 2 
Yes, spouse died 3 
No 0

Yes, divorced 
Yes, separated 
Yes, spouse died 
No



422-423 When did you part?
Month Year Month Year Month Year Month Year Month Yes



MODULE 5: Cl 1ILDREN BORN ALIVE
/  5 / EA /  _ / _  / _ /  CLUSTER / _ / _ _ /  STRUCTURE / _ / _ /  HOUSEHOLD / _ / _ /  RESPONDENT / _ / _ /

IN I'ERVIEW IRS:  l \  THIS M o m  LE YOI Ml ST FILL IN O N E COLUM N 1 OR EAC11 RESPO ND EN T’S CH ILD  BORN ALIVE. FOR TW1 
FILL IN O N E C O Ll'M N  PER SIBLING. PLEASE REFER TO T H E  AGEVENT FORM TO FILL IN QUESTIONS 501 TO 503; 508-509 AND 511-1

B 01 B 02 B 03 B 04 B 05 B 06 B 07 B 08 B 09

First nam e of 
child
501 Rank of child

/ _ / _ / / _ / _ / / _ / _ / / _ / _ / / _ / _ / / _ _ / _ / / _ / _ / / _ / _ / /  /  /
502-503
Month and year 
of birth

Month
/ _ / _ /

Year / __/ __/

Month
/ _ / _ /

Year / __/ __/

Month
/ _ / _ /

Year / _ / _ /

Month
/ _ / _ /

Year / __/ __/

Month
/ _ / _ /

Year / __/ __/

Month
/ _ / _ /

Year / __/ __/

Month
/ _ / _ /

Year / _ / _ /

Month
/ _ / _ /

Year / _ / _ /

Month
/ _ _ / _

Year / __/_

504
Was s /h e  a twin?

Yes 1
No 0

Yes 1 
No 0

Yes 1
No 0

Yes 1 
No 0

Yes 1 
No 0

Yes 1 
No 0

Yes 1 
No 0

Yes 1 
No 0

Yes
No

505 Sex of child Male 1 
Female 2

Male 1 
1 emale 2

Male 1 
Female

Male 1 
Female 2

Male 1 
Female 2

Male 1 
Female 2

Male 1 
Female 2

Male 1 
Female 2

Male
Female

506 Rank of 
union (see 
matrimonial history)

Union
N° /  /  /

Union
N° / _ / _ /

Union
N° / _ / _ /

Union
N° / _ / _ /

Union
N° / _ / _ /

Union
N° / _ / _ /

Union
N° / _ / _ /

Union
N° / _ / _ /

Union 
N° / _ _ / _

507
Is the child still
alive?

Yes 1 
Go to 510 

No 0 
Go to 508

Yes 1 
Go to 510 

No 0 
Go to 508

Yes 1 
Go to 510 

No 0 
Go to 508

Yes 1 
Go to 510 

No 0 
Go to 508

Yes 1 
Go to 510 

No 0 
Go to 508

Yes 1 
Go to 510

No 0 
Go to 508

Yes 1 
Go to 510 

No o 
Go to 508

Yes 1 
Go to 510 

No () 
Go to 508

Yes
Go to 5

No
Go to 5

508-509
M onth and year 
of death

Month
/ _ / _ /

Year/__/ __/
Go to 513

Month
/ __/ __/

Year/__/ __/
Go to 513

Month
/ _ / _ /

Year/__/ __/
Go to 513

Month
/ _ / _ /

Year/__/ __/
Go to 513

Month
/ _ _ / _ /

Year/__/ __/
Go to 513

Month
/ _ / _ _ /

Year/ __/ __/
Go to 513

Month
/ _ / _ /

Year/__/ __/
Go to 513

Month
/ _ / _ /

Year/__/ __/
Go to 513

Month
/ _ / _

Year/ __/ _
Go to 5

510 Is the child 
still staying with 
you?

Yes 1 
Go to 513 

No 0 
Go to 511

Yes 1 
Go to 513 

No 0 
Cio to 511

Yes 1 
Go to 513 

No 0 
Go to 511

Yes 1 
Go to 513

No <> 
Go to 511

3 cs 1 
Go to 513

No 0 
Go to 511

\  es l 
Go to 513

No () 
Go to 511

Yes 1 
Go to 513 

No 0 
Go to 511

Yes 1 
Go to 513 

No 0 
Go to 511

Yes
Go to 5

No
Go to 5



511-512 When did 
your child stop 
staving with vou?
(see AC E  I- "EAT 
form)

Month
/ _ / _ /

Month
/ _ / _ /

Month
/ _ / _ /

Month
/ _ / _ /

Month
/ _ / _ /

Month
/ _ / _ /

Month
/ _ / _ /

Month
/ _ / _ /

Year/__/ __/
G o to  513

Year/__/ __/
Go to  513

Year/__/ __/
G o to  513

Year/__/ __/
G o to  513

Year/__/ __/
G o to  513

Year/__/ __/
G o to  513

Year/__/ __/
G o to  513

Year/__/ __/
Go to  513

Month
/ _ / _

Year/__/ _
Go to 5



513
Did the child go 
to school?

Yes 1 
Go to 514 

No 0 
DK 9 

Go to next 
Child

Yes 1 
Go to 514 

No 0 
DK 9 

Go to next 
child

Yes 1 
Go to 514 

No 0 
DK 9 

Go to next 
child

Yes 1 
Go to 514 

No 0 
DK 9 

Go to next 
child

Yes 1 
Go to 514 

No 0 
DK 9 

Go to next 
child

Yes 1 
Go to 514 

No 0 
DK 9 

Go to next 
child

Yes 1 
Go to 514 

No 0 
DK 9 

Go to next 
child

Yes 1 
Go to 514 

No 0 
DK 9 

Go to next 
child

Yes
Go to 5

No
DK

Go to ne: 
chi

514 Primary Primary: Primary: Primary Primary Primary: Primary: Primary: Primary:

W'hat is/w as the uncompleted l uncompleted 1 uncompleted 1 uncompleted 1 uncompleted 1 uncompleted 1 uncompleted 1 uncompleted 1 uncomplefet

highest level of completed 2 completed 2 completed 2 completed 2 completed 2 completed 2 completed 2 completed 2 completed

education Secondary Secondary Secondary Secondary Secondary Secondary Secondary Secondary Secondary
attained by vour uncompleted 3 uncompleted 3 uncompleted 3 uncompleted 3 uncompleted 3 uncompleted 3 uncompleted 3 uncompleted 3 uncomplctcc
child? completed 4 c< jmpleted 4 C( >mpleted 4 completed 4 completed 4 completed 4 completed 4 completed 4 completed

1 ligh school 5 High school 5 I ligh school 5 High school 5 1 ligh school 5 High school 5 I ligh school 5 1 ligh school 5 High schoc
Post-second. Post-second. Post-second. Post-second. Post-second. Post-second. Post-second. Post-second. Post-secom
training 6 training 6 training 6 training 6 training 6 training 6 training 6 training 6 training
University University 7 University University 7 University University University' University University
DK 9 1)K 9 DK 9 DK 9 DK 9 DK 9 DK 9 DK 9 DK

“1C NO 0 NO 0 NO 0 NO 0 NO 0 NO 0 NO 0 NO 0 NO313
DK 9 DK 9 DK 9 DK 9 DK 9 DK 9 DK 9 DK 9 DK

Did your child Go to next Go to next Go to next Go to next Go to next Go to next Go to next Go to next Go to ne:stop going to child child child child child child child child chi
school? YES 1 YES 1 YES 1 YES 1 YES 1 YES 1 YES 1 YES 1 YES

Go to 516 Go to 516 Go to 516 Go to 516 Go to 516 Go to 516 Go to 516 Go to 516 Go to 5
516-517 W hen did Month Month Month Month Month Month Month Month Monthyour child stop 
going to school? / _ / _ / / _ / _ / / _ / _ / / _ / _ / / _ / _ / / _ / _ / / _ / _ / / _ / _ / / _ / _

Year / __/ _ / Year I I I Year / _ / _ / Year / _ / _ / Year / _ / _ / Year / _ / _  / Year /  /  / Year /  /  / Year / _ / _



Time at the end of interview / ___h /___ m n/
Q056 Q057

TO BE COMPLETED AT T H E  END OF INTERVIEW BY TI IE
INTERVIEWER:
Q 601 N um ber of columns Module 
2 / _ / _ /
Q 602 N um ber of columns Module 
3 / _ / _ /
Q 603 N um ber of columns Nlodide 
4 / _ / _ /
Q 604 N um ber of columns Module 
5 / _ / _ /



Q 605 How was the welcome from 
the respondent?

Excellent 1 
Average 2 
Bad  ̂ 3

Q 606 Did the respondent use any 
kind of written documents to help 
in answering your questions?
(e.g. birth certificate, ID, etc.)

Yes 1
No 0

Q 607 Did anybody else (apart from 
the respondent and you) attend the 
interview?

Yes 1 go to Q 608 
No 0

Q 608 Did the answers come from 
the respondent alone?

Yes 1 
No 0


